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Chapter 1
Introduction

2

Problem Statement
What curriculum can be developed which would provide
enrichment for gifted secondary science students, integrate the
science disciplines, and provide a format for research?
Rationale
A survey of the science faculty at Jacksonville Episcopal
High School showed:
1.

With the need to cover all the objectives of a regular
science course, there is little time to allow "ifted
students to go into depth in areas that interest them.

2.

With the current advancements in science it is
advisable to establish a link between biology,
chemistry, physics, and mathematics.

3.

There is little time or structure in the current
science curriculum for individual research projects.

The college-bound student progressing through the upper
level science courses of high school is usually in an advanced
track or honors sequence of courses.

There are, however,

students who have demonstrated a need and a willingness for more
advanced levels of precollege science work.

Simply accelerating

the students has not proven satisfactory (Gallagher, 1975).

On

the other hand, enrichment without some form of acceleration can
harm the brilliant student (Stanley, 1977).

A more flexible

plan should be developed that will allow the teacher as a
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facilitator, to guide the students in both a horizontal and a
vertical direction.
Little curriculum has been developed for integrating biology,
chemistry, physics, and mathematics on the precollege level.
Most high school science courses are taught as if these were
separate entities; the biological sciences being separate from
the physical sciences.

With the growing advancements in

molecular biology, the gifted science students will be handicapped
in their advancement until they have established the
interrelationship between the disciplines.
Independe~t

voluntary activities and projects often

foreshadow continued study and accomplishment in adult life
(Walberg, 1981).

Ebbinghause (1913) showed the rapid decay of

memory even when the content is meaningful and understood.
Content from required courses may be retained for a term or a
year; voluntary activities may lead to interest that goes on for
a lifetime (Walberg, 1983).

In addition to the value to the

student, voluntary research projects can be of value to society.
Governmental, scientific, and engineering communities are all
interested in maintaining the technological innovations in the
United States (Hurd, 1983).

Seale (1983) urges science

educators to develop ways to encourage students to engage in
projects that will culminate in products that are socially useful.
The inclusion of production in the learning process would make

the gifted student not only a conserver but also a producer of
knowledge (Khatena, 1983).
When the gifted students have mastered the concepts,
they must be given the opportunity to move from
mastery to creativity (Land, 1979).
Purpose
The purpose of this project is to develop a curriculum
which would provide enrichment for gifted secondary science
students, integrate the natural science disciplines, and provide
a format for student research.

Chapter 2
Review of the Literature
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Special Education for Gifted Students
Special education for the academically gifted is largely a
product of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The

movement in America is rooted in the works of early twentieth
century psychologists Granville Stanley Hall, John Dewey, J. M.
Cattell, and Louis Madison Terman (Sellin and Birch, 1980).

It

is a part of the humanistic psychology which places major
emphasis on the dignity, development, and unique qualities of
individuals (Gowen, 1977).

All exceptional persons are of value

and capable of positive development.

In more recent years, Carl

Rodgers, Leta Hollingsworth, and E. Paul Torrance have carried
on the tradition (Sellin and Birch, 1980).
A blending of mathematics and psychology led to the
measurement of individual differences.

Pioneers in the

measurement of every kind of human capacity were Fedrick Kuhlman,
Edward and Robert Thorndike, J. P. Guilford, Cyril Burt, and
Alfred Binet.

Measurement led to the investigation of

development by Jean Piaget and Erik Erikson.

Their view of

development was a unity, made up of effective, cognitive, and
psychomotor domains (Sellin and Birch, 1980).

Gowen (1977)

categorizes the period, up to and including Piaget and Erikson,
as Pre-Terman.
Louis Terman made two major contributions to the study of
gifted and talented children.

While on the faculty of Stanford
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he adapted and revised the Binet-Simon Scale.

University~

In

1921 he began a series of longitudinal studies of 1,528 gifted
children.

The first report on these individuals was in 1925 and

subsequent reports will continue into the twenty-first century.
His work helped to delete the stereotype of the gifted as
physically vJeak and unstable individuals.

He found them to be

superior in physique, health, social adjustment, and moral
attitudes (Terman, 1925).
Some of the important innovations of the Post-Terman era
were the explanation of intelligence in terms of multiple factors
by Guilford (1977) and the expanded understanding of creativity
by Getzels and Jackson (1960).
The two periods of peak interest by the American public in
the education of able learners were following Sputnik in 1957
and the first half decade of the 1970's.

The pbblic interest has

vacillated with the political and social issues of the day.

The

shock of Sputnik triggered action on the part of the gifted.
During the period that followed, the gifted were given much
interest and

encouragement~

especially in the field of science.

Nuclear testing, industrial waste, pesticides, and a suspicion
of the "military-industrial complex" caused a devaluation of
science following this period of encouragement.

Many students

interested in science and engineering realized that these
professions no longer offered prestige or occupational rewards
(Tannenbaum, 1981).
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The l970 1 s brought renewed interest in gifted education.
This was accomplished in part by a 1970 congressional mandate
that added Section 806, Provisions Related to Gifted and Talented
Children, to the Elementary and Secondary Education Amendments
of 1969 CPublic Law 91-230).

Federally supported programs for

the gifted were the result of this expression of congressional
interest (Jannenbaum, 1981).

In 1972 the United States Office

of Education reported to the Congress that the nation can no
longer afford the idea that a bright mind will make its own way,
Intellectual and creative talent cannot survive educational
neglect.
One of the current controversies in gifted education is
whether enrichment or icceleration is a better type of
intervention for the able learner;
has at least four origins.

The source of the disagreement

First, in America we have been

accustomed for at least one hundred years to segregate by age in
education.

Second, there is still opposition to the use of tests

to identify the talented at an early age.

Third, some educators

are concerned with individual adjustment problems with
acceleration rather than the success of the majority.

Fourth,

there is confusion over the definitions of the terms enrichment
and acceleration (Dauria, 1977).
Maker (1982) used the term qualitative differences in
describing the desired curriculum for talented students.

She
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feels that to justify having a special program for an already
advantaged group of students, the educator must be able to show
clearly how the program is different from the regular program.
Rather than dealing with enrichment or acceleration directly,
she suggests a curriculum be built around the characteristics
which set these children apart from the average.

Their needs,

learning styles, cognitive abilities, and motivation
characteristics should set the criteria for topics and learning
activities.
Renzulli (_1977) distinguished among three types of
enrichment.

His first two, General Exploratory Activities and

Group Training Activities, while important for the development
of the gifted, may also be used for any student.

His Type III

Enrichment deals with group investigation of real problems.

His

concern with acceleration is that there is no account given to
the individual learning styles or specific interests of the
gifted learner.

All the students "must march to the same

drummer," only at a faster pace.
Kaplan (1974) described curriculum for the gifted as including
material that is accelerated, complex, beyond the regular
curriculum, concerned with the abstract, and oriented toward
individual interests.
Gallagher (1975) developed a plan for the modification of
regular curriculum to fit the needs of the academically gifted.
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He suggested changing the content to complex and abstract
concepts, changing the method of presentations and changing the
environment of instruction.
Maker, Renzulli, Kaplan, and Gallagher all have some common
elements in their models.

These include adaptation to the un*que

characteristics of the gifted, using concepts that deal with the
abstract and complex, critical thinking skills at a higher level,
and the enabling of all students to reach their full potential.
Other components of some, but not all of the models are
consideration of the future role of the students, expectation of
different kinds of products, and emphasis on economy so that
in-depth learning will occur in a reasonable time period in the
life of the gifted individual (Maker, 1980).
Integration of the Science Disciplines
It has been traditionally accepted that the basically
different orders of phenomena require different disciplines to
explain each and to investigate them further.

Their fundamental

differences were thought to be the reason that each must be
studied separately.
distinct parts.

Aristotle divided all knowledge into

Most educators and philosophers have also drawn

lines between history, mathematics, science, and ethics because
this seemed to be the appropriate way to classify the phenomena.
Within given disciplines, further classifications were made.
became the rule to think of the biological and the physical

It
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sciences as two distinct sciences because of the perceived
differences between the living and the non-living.

As living

things began to be studied in terms of physics and chemistry,
these differences have begun to fade somewhat (Schwab, 1964).
In his explanation of the structure of the disciplines, Schwab
suggests that the barriers between the disciplines are like a
lens through which we view concepts and problems.
may distort or limit the bodies of knowledge.

These lenses

The differences we

perceive may disappear if both sets of phenomena are viewed in
unity.
Science educators

~ave

not formed a comprehensive science

curriculum for precollege work.

They have continued to

compartmentalize science (Brandwein, 1981).

This may be due to

the fact that 99 percent of all science teachers have a
philosophical orientation towards only one science (Yager and
Penick, 1983).

While little consideration has been given to an

integrated approach to science in the secondary school, much
more has been given to the sequential order of the science
courses (Yager and Penick, 1983; Gaudin, 1984).

The content of

biology has changed drastically over the past twenty years.
Biology students lack the understanding of biochemistry because
chemistry is usually offered later when the students are more
academically mature.

Not enough data has been presented to fully

answer the question of the best sequence for the average student
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(Gaudin~

1984).

An interdisciplinary approach could solve the

dilemma for the scientifically advanced student.
There is a move to demonstrate the relevance of science by
adapting the science curriculum to interface with other
disciplines.

Blum {1979) has defined curriculum adaptation as

the process of changing instructional materials developed in one
situation to create a product better suited to the needs and
abilities of the learners and teachers.
book~

The Dancing Wu Li

Masters~

In Gary Zukav's popular

he demonstrates the relationship

between quantum mechanics, philosophy, and religion.
who is a

layman~

The author,

explains physics to the layman reader in such a

way as to win the praise of many physicists and science educators.
The interest in combining science and mathematics is to be
expected since mathematics has long been a tool of science.
Plans fo.Y?.introducing energy topics into the mathematics
classroom have been presented

(Kimmel~

1982; Yant, 1976).

Statistics is another area of mathematics that lends itself to
integration into the science curriculum.
is based on analysis of
and decision making.

data~

Statistical reasoning

accepting or rejecting hypotheses,

Statistical reasoning is an important part

of scientific reasoning (Saltinske, 1982).

In his model,

Saltinske suggests activities on the computer taken from ecology,
medicine, and psychology.
about

means~

Students must form and test hypotheses

proportions, and variability.

Goodstein (1982)
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reported on a pilot study of a course emphasizing the application
of mathematics to science.

The course was taught in several

forms and received favorable evaluations from students and
teachers.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics has

identified problem solving as its number one focus for the 1980•s
(Gibney & Meiring, 1983}.

Since the same skills are necessary

for problem solving in science and mathematics, this area is
compatible for integration of the two disciplines.
Heinstein, Boulanger, and vJalberg (1982) reviewed thirty
three studies which followed students involved in non-traditional
science curriculum from 1955-1975.

They found a significant

effect of a 12 percentile average for students exposed to the
innovative curriculum.

The effort to modify and adapt science

curriculum indicates a desire on the part of science educators
to render the curriculum more relevant and effective.

The

evidence that high school science influences college achievement
requires that curricula need continual refinement and
integration (Olstad & Maury, 1984).
Student Research Projects
Traditionally secondary science students are instructed by
means of lectures and controlled laboratory experiences which
are chosen to demonstrate some scientific concept or teach some
laboratory skill.

Little emphasis or encouragement is given to

student research or the production of socially useful products
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(Seale, 1983).

Scobee and Nash (1983) studied the reactions

of a group of professional scientists concerning the needs of
precollege science students.

Many of those polled urged

educators to provide bright students with the opportunity for
problem solving and scientific investigation.

Seale (1983)

points out that the results of student work may be "hard" or
"soft'' products.

Soft products may include student

presentations or public seminars.

Hard products will involve

performing a task such as plant breeding, pollution analysis,
construction projects, or power generation.

The responsibility

of the teacher would be to act as a resource person and mentor,
as well as to find an appropriate format for student products to
be presented to the community.
The most productive years of scientists tend to come early
in their lives (Bloom, 1955).

Lehmen (1955) reports that most

scientific achievement is accomplished before the person is 40
years of age.

Some, such as Sir Humphry Davy and Galilee, made

significant contributions before the age of 21.

Students in

these potentially creative years can be given the opportunity to
do research in addition to the traditional curriculum (Burton,
1983).

Many science instructors seem unable to move beyond the

lecture form, while true investigation, as a dimension of
science, is ignored (Yager and Penick, 1983).

This places the

gifted student, as well as others, in the position of reciting
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content that has been presented.

Tyler (1976) suggests that in

order to produce, the gifted student be given the job of defining
problems, collecting and interpreting data, and making decisions.
This problem-solving technique should be an important part of
the curriculum.

If students learn how to learn, they will be

able to solve future problems, even if the educational process
did not include some important piece of information (Lucas, 1971).
In addition to the building of problem-solving skills, student
research will enhance perseverance and consistency as a project
is carried from conception to final solution (Moravcsik, 1981).
Student research should not be limited to the laboratory.
Scobee and Nash (1983} suggest that the world around the student
can be a valuable resource to the investigation.

Opportunities

can be sought to hear experts speak and observe professional
scientists at work.
In recent years several studies have focused on voluntary
activities of students and the effects on achievement (Walberg
et al ., 1983; Linn, 1980).

Walberg points out that independent,

voluntary activities may lead to life-long interest and may
foreshadow continued study in adult life.

Linn found that free

choice could be an effective tool if the goals of instruction
had been made clear.

Important in the development of a scientist

is the sense of autonomy and entrepreneurship; that is, the
knowledge that help must eventually come from within one's own
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self and not from an external source (Moravcsik, 1981).

In the

popular paperback book, Megatrends, John Naisbitt points out
that one of the ten forces affecting the lives of Americans today
is the move from institutional help to self help.

The author's

idea is that Americans moved away from their traditional
dependence upon themselves when the depression caused a loss of
confidence.

During the 1970's the trend reversed itself and

Americans are relearning the ability to take action independently
of institutions.

In addition, Peters and Waterman address a

similar issue in their book, In Search of Excellence.

Assessing

successful corporations, they found that these were the ones
that fostered autonomy and entrepreneurship among their
employees.

The companies often had to give up neatness in the

corporate structure to achieve innovation.

The voluntary aspect

was evident in the programs of these operations.

Texas

Instruments found that every successful product introduction in
the last fifty campaigns was headed by a volunteer.

If the

executive had to be cajoled into taking the task, the campaign
was marked by failure.

If these are the conditions today's

gifted science students will meet in the world of work, the
science curriculum can be adapted to use these ideas for the
advantage of the student and society.

Land (1979) believes

that until education goes beyond mastery to creativity, the
growth of the student is not complete.
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Summary
Humanistic psychology is the basis for concern that
manifests itself as special education for gifted students.

The

dignity of the individual and the development of unique qualities
are basic tenets of this concern.

There is no general agreement

as to what curriculum model will be best for the able learner.
However, most gifted educators agree that the unique needs,
characteristics, and learning styles of the gifted necessitate
the development of a curriculum which will allow them to reach
their full potential.

While there is no general consensus as to

whether acceleration or enrichment is best, most developers agree
that the curriculum should include abstract, complex concepts
and critical thinking skills at a high level.
The biological and physical sciences have traditionally
been taught as separate courses because of the emphasis on
living versus non-living content.

Because of the vast changes

in biology, there is a need to see science from a gestalt view
and to develop a comprehensive curriculum.
Science becomes more relevant when integrated with other
disciplines as well.

While the differences in the individual

disciplines still exist, a unified view can give the student an
opportunity to develop a unique view of the concepts.

As science

is in a continual state of flux, science educators must refine
the curriculum in order to produce professional scientists and a
scientifically literate citizenry.
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An area that has been ignored by many science educators is
that of independent, voluntary research by students.

A format

can be provided so that scientifically gifted students can begin
early to practice skills involved in research and to produce
products which will benefit themselves and society.

Within the

project assignments, the student will have the opportunity to
define problems, collect and interpret data, and form conclusions.
Society in the l980 1 s will be expecting autonomy and
creativity from these talented students.

The development of an

integrated science curriculum, which provides enrichment and
creativity, will help meet the needs of these students.

Chapter 3
Design of the Study
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The purpose of this project is to develop a curriculum
which will provide enrichment for gifted secondary science
students, integrate the science curriculum, and provide a
format for student research.
Intended Populations
Students enrolled in this course, to be called Seminar in
Science, will be tenth and eleventh graders who have expressed
an interest in moving beyond the regular science program and who
have elected to do independent research.

Biology will be a

prerequisite and tne students must be currently enrolled in
either chemistry or physics.
The teacher must have a background in both the biological
and physical sciences and must be open to innovative approaches
to science instruction.

The role of the teacher will be to act

as resource person and mentor, as well as to instruct.

It will

be necessary to assist students in the areas of determining
interests and selecting realistic and solvable problems.

Help

may be needed in acquirjng materials and equipment for projects
not normally available to students.

Appropriate outlets and

recognition of student projects, such as Science Fair, The
Florida Talent Search, and Westinghouse Scholars Program, will
be determined by the teacher.
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The course will be offered as a one-year course.
meet six fifty-minute class periods a week.
have two adjacent class periods.

It will

One day a week will

Three class periods will be

set aside for student research and three periods for instruction,
demonstrations, and laboratory activities.
The curriculum is designed to be taught in three trimesters,
but it could easily be adapted to semesters.
Selection of Instructional Activities/Materials
The following characteristics of gifted children will
determine the selection of topics, activities, media resources,
and teaching strategies:
1.

Advanced vocabulary

2.

Large storehouse of information about a variety
of topics

3.

Rapid insight into cause-effect relationships

4.

Easily makes·valid generalizations

5.

Accurate observer

6.

Independent reader

7.

Separates complicated material into parts

8.

Persistent

9.

Bored by routine tasks

10.

Self-motivated

11.

Self-critical, not easily satisfied

12.

Prefers to work independently
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13.

Self-assertive

14.

Curious

15.

Generates many unique solutions to problems

16.

A risk taker

17.

Manipulates, adapts, improves ideas

18.

Keen sense of humor

1 9.

Criticizes constructively

20.

Accepts responsibility

21.

Flexible

Seminar in Science Outline
I.

Research Skills
A.

B.

Scientific Method
1.

Distinguishing between observations and inferences

2.

Analysis of data

3.

Controlled experiments
a.

Experimental vs. controlled procedures

b.

Variables
(1)

Independent

(2)

Dependent

Statistics
1.

Pro babi 1i ty
a.

Binomial expansion

b.

Pascal •s triangle

2.

Standard Deviation Rule

3.

Chi Square Rule
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C.

D.

II.

Laboratory Skills
1.

Measuring with the microscope

2.

Analytical balance--interfaced with Apple IIe computer

3.

Use of spectrophotometer

Use of the media center
1.

Card catalogue

2.

Guides to periodicals

3.

Vertical files

4.

Video tapes

Independent Research Project
By the end of the fourth week, students should have selected
a topic for research.

Two days each week will be for work

on individual projects.
I I I.

Energetics
A.

First Law of Thermodynamics--conservation of energy
1.

Internal energy of a closed system

2.

Interna 1 energy of an open system

3.

Enthalpy--total energy

B.

Energy Conversions

C.

Free Energy--useful energy (G)

D.

1.

Chemical potentials

2.

Electri·cal potentials

Entropy---bound energy
Second Law of Thermodynamics
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E.

IV.

Equil i bri urn
l.

Dissociation of water

2.

Conjugate acid-base pairs

3.

Dissociation constant

:4',

Relationship between equilibrium and free energy

F.

Kinetics--rate of chemical reactions

G.

Activation energy

The Plasma Membrane
A.

Fluid mosaic model
1.

Lipid bilayer

2.

Proteins

3.

a.

Transmembrane

b.

Embedded

Carbohydrates

B.

Electrochemical gradient

C.

Membrane transport of small molecules
1.

2.

Diffusion--down electrochemical gradient
a.

Hydrophobic molecules

b.

Uncharged polar mol ecu1 es

Facilitated diffusion--down electrochemical gradient
a.

b.

Channe 1 proteins
(1)

Ligand gated channels

(2)

Voltaged gated channe1s

Carrier proteins
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3.
D.
V.

Active transport--against electrochemical gradient

Action potential across the membrane of neurons

Enzymes
A.

Structure

B.

Effect on activation energy

C.

Oxidation--reduction reactions by enzymes

D.

Kinetics of enzyme catalyzed reactions
Michaelis-Menton equation

E.

Laboratory exercise
Quantitative assay of enzyme activity

VI.

Buffer Systems
A.

Laboratory exercise
Chemical buffers

B.

Conjugate acid-base pairs

C.

Bicarbonate buffer in blood plasma

D.

Phosphate buffer in intracellular and extracellular
fluid

E.

Henderson-Hasselbach equation--the relationship between
pH and concentration of proton donors and acceptors

VII.

Energy Converting Organelles
A.

Mitochondria
1.

Structure

2.

Krebs Cycle
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3.

4.

VIII.

Respiratory chain
a.

Cyclic

b.

Non-cyclic

Calvin cycle

c3

plants

a.

In

b.

In C4 plants

Synthesis of Macromolecules
A.

Dehydration synthesis

B.

Replication of DNA

c.
c.

Transcription of RNA
Translation of proteins

E.

Polymerization of viral proteins

F.

Laboratory exercise
Extraction of DNA

lX.

Genetics
A.

Mendelian genetics

B.

Modern genetics
1.

Hardy-Weinberg Principle

2.

Gene frequencies

e.

Laboratory exercise
Inheritance of white-eye trait in Drosophila

X.

Chemical signaling between cells
Corporate research paper and oral report
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Sample Lesson Plan
Objective:

The students will analyze current data on the

lipid bilayer of the plasma membrane, so that in groups of two
or three they can interpret the findings and demonstrate the
function of the membrane for a closed circuit video tape program.
Rationale:

Understanding the role of the plasma membrane

of a cell is basic for the understanding of many cellular
functions.

In addition, the high level of critical thinking

skills involved will enable the students to move beyond
memorization of facts.

The presentation via video tapes will

motivate students to prepare a complete program and the tape can
be shared with chemistry and biology classes.
Strategy:

An introduction to the topic of plasma membranes

will be given by the instructor along with instruction in the
u~e

of the school's video camera and recorder.

A bibliography

of current hard back and periodical literature will be made
available to the students, along with the names of experts who
are employed in area colleges and universities.

Class periods

will then be set aside for planning sessions, library research,
and group discussions.

The presentation will be rehearsed,

directed, and filmed by the students.
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Evaluation
The curriculum will be evaluated by the students at the end
of the course and again upon graduation (Appendix Band C).

The

teacher and other science faculty will also be asked to evaluate
the course (Appendix D).

Chapter 4
Curriculum--Seminar in Science
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Research Skills
Introductory Activity
What is Science?

Problem Solving in Biology (Kaplan, 1983,

pages 5-10)
The students should read the assigned material and answer
the questions that follow.

They should be aware that there is

often more than one acceptable answer.

The object in this and

the following activities is that the students develop a scientific
way of thinking about problem solving.
Objectives
1.

The students will understand the vocabulary terms problem,

hypotheses, results, observation, and conclusion so that, given a
paragraph with underlined statements, they can identify each
statement as one of the vocabulary terms.
2.

The students will understand the relationship between

observations and hypotheses

so~th~t,

given a hypothesis, a set

of observations, and a key of relationships, they can decide how
each observation relates to the hypothesis.
3.

The students will understand data and conclusions so

that, given an experimental situation, a list of conclusions,
and a key of relationships, they will be able to evaluate the
conclusions.
4.

The students will be able to interpret data so that,

given a list of statements, they can decide whether the statement
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is true, probably true, probably false, false, or if there is
insufficient evidence to make a decision.
5.

The students will understand generalizations and data

so that, given a list of statements about an experimental
situation, the students can decide if the statements are
generalizations, an extension of the data, an explanation of the
data, a restatement of the data, or none of these.
The students will know the value of statistics so that

6.

they can name the three classes of problems in scientific
investigation which can be dealt with by statistical operations.
7.

The students will understand the interrelationship

between the disciplines of science and mathematics so that they
will choose to use statistical analysis as a tool in their
independent research projects.
8.

The students will know the laws of probability so that

they can state them.
9.

The students will be able to apply the laws of

probability so that they can calculate the probability of an
event occurring where there are only two possible outcomes.
10.

The students will be able to expand the binomial

(a + b) where:
a + probability of one event
b

= probability of the other event

n

=

the size of the sample
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so that they can determine the probability of independent events
occurring together.
11.

The students will understand the patterns in Pascal's

triangle so that they can construct one.
12.

The students will understand Pascal's triangle so that

they can use it to solve a problem concerning the probability of
independent events occurring together.
13.

The students will understand standard deviation rule

so that they can evaluate data where only two variables are
involved.
14.

The students will understand the chi square rule so

that they can evaluate data where there are more than two
variables involved.
15.

The students will be able to distinguish among

different types of sources so that they can identify them as
journal articles, abstracts, reputable publications, affiliated
publications, and sensationalist publications.
16.

The students will be able to use library reference

material so that they can gather information about their chosen
topic.
17.

The students will calibrate each objective lens of

their assigned microscope so that they can calculate the
magnitude of each division on the ocular micrometer.
18.

The students will measure the size of ten blood cells

so that they can calculate the average size of the blood cells.
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19.

The students will learn to use an analytical balance

so that they can accurately find the mass of substances in the
1aboratory.
20.

The students will be familiar with the parts of a

spectrophotometer so that they can name the parts.
21.

The students will understand the principles of the

operation of the spectrophotometer so that they can explain how
the light passing through a liquid sample can indicate the number
of cells present.
22.

The students will understand the value of the

spectrophotometer in investigative study so that they will use
it to gather data in their independent projects.
Goals and Activities
Goal 1:

The students will know the vocabulary terms, data,

and inference.
Goal 2:

The students will understand the relationship

between data and inferences.
Activity for Goals 1 and 2:
Innervation of Muscle
Inferences from Data
Problem Solving in Biology (Kaplan, pages 177-184)
Goal 3:

The students will be able to analyze data.

Activity for Goal 3:
Relationship between facts and formulation of hypotheses
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(Physical and chemical properties of the protoplast)
Problem Solving in Biology (Kaplan, pages 107-115)
Goal 4:

The students will be familiar with the components

of a controlled experiment.
Activity for Goal 4:
Construction of an experiment (Function of Enzymes)
Pr@blem Solving in Biology (Kaplan, pages 185-191)
Goal 5:

The students will know the value of statistics in

scientific investigations.
Goal 6:

The students will comprehend the interrelationship

between the disciplines of science and mathematics.
Activity for Goals 5 and 6:
The students will read:

Statistics

Biology Teacher•s Handbook, pages 586-603
Goal 7:

The students will know the law of probability

which explains the occurrence of chance events which are
mutually exclusive.
Goal 8:

The students will know the law of probability

which explains the chance occurrence of two or more independent
events occurring together.
Activity for Goals 7 and 8:
The students will read:

Probability

Statistics, A First Course, pages 103-108.
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Goal 9:
(a+

b)n~

The students will be able to expand the binomial

where:

a= probability of one event
b = probability of the second event
c = size of the sample

Activity for Goal 9:
Iri an instructor-led

discussion~

the students will be

asked to recall their knowledge of the binomial theorem
and algebraic expansion of the binomial.

Most will

recognize the descending order of exponents of
the

~

in the first

term~

by 1 in each successive term,

decreasing until it becomes 0 in the last term.
exponent

of~

The

is 0 in the first term, and is increased

by 1 in each successive term and reaches
term.

from

~~

~in

the last

Therefore, the students should be reminded that

there are always n + 1 terms in the expansion of
(a+ b)n
Goal 10:

(Allen~ 1979).

The students will understand the patterns in

Pascal •s triangle.
Activity for Goal 10:
The students will be given a partially completed triangle
and asked to complete it through the tenth power.

Each

term may be calculated by getting the sum of the two
terms above and to the left and right.
(a+ b) 1
1
2
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Goal 11:

The students will understand the application of

the terms of Pascal's triangle.
Activity for Goal 11:
The students will be given several problems to solve
with Pascal's triangle.

For example, if six babies are

born in one hospital in one day, find the probability
that three wi 11 be boys and three will be girls.
P = 20 a3 b3
p

= 20 (1/2)~ (1/2) 3

p

= 20 (1/8)

p

= 5/16

(1 /8)

The students wi 11 be asked to design a problem to solve
with Pascal's triangle,

They should be reminded that

there must be only two possibilities in their sample
problem (Allen, 1979).
Goal 12:

The students will understand the standard deviation

rule.
Activity for Goal 12:
At this point the students have been introduced to the
skills to calculate the probability of events for their
independent research.

It will be necessary for them to

evaluate these results to determine if other factors
may be interfering with the chance events.

The students

will be asked to show the results of a monohybrid cross
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of garden peas, where Tis the allele for tall plants
and t is the allele for the short variety.

Both parents

are homozygous, one for the dominant trait and one for
the recessive.

The students will be familiar with this

type of exercise from their biology classes.
Parents

= TT x tt

F1

= all Tt

F2

= TT Tt Tt tt
3:1 ratio of tall to short phenotypes

When the results are complete, have the students
calculate the expected phenotypes in 200 offspring in
the F 2 generation.
Tall

= 150

Short

=

50

The students should be made aware that the actual
results may vary somewhat from the expected.

It will

be necessary for them to knov1 if the variance is small
enough to be acceptable and due to chance.

Therefore,

it will be necessary for them to determine the standard
deviation for the events.
S D = the square root of p x q I
where p

n

= the expected number of one class

q

= the expected number of the other class

n

=

the size of the sample
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In the above example the standard deviation is

~

6.1 . If

The actual results in the experiment were 156 ta 11
plants; the students can calculate actual deviation.
This can best be shown in a table.
Expected

Actual

Deviation

Tall

150

157

7

Short

50
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7

When the students compare the actual deviation to the
standard deviation, they will find:
7/6.1

= 1.1

Since twice the standard deviation is acceptable, the
students should find that these deviations from the
expected can be attributed to chance and are therefore
acceptable (Allen, 1979).

The students will be given

several similar problems to practice independently.
Goa 1 13:

The students can eva 1uate the data from events

with more than two classes.
Activity for Goal 13:
The students will be asked to demostrate a dihybrid
cross of garden peas where:
T = tall plants
short plants

t

=

Y

= yellow seeds

y

=

green seeds
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As with the previous exercise, this will be a familiar
activity.

The students should make a chart of results.

Parents = TTyy

ttYY

X

all

TtYy

F 1

=

F2

= T -Y-, T-yy, ttY-, ttyy

Tall yellow 9/16
Tall green

9:3:3:1 expected ratio phenotype

3/16

Short yellow 3/16
Short green

1/16
Expected

Expected
from 480

Actual
from 480

Deviation

Tall yellow

9

270

286

16

Tall green

3

90

97

7

Short yell ow

3

90

78

12

30

19

ll

Short green

The students can now be introduced to the chi square
formula where:

d

=

e

= the expected value

S

=

x2 =

the deviation

the sum of the fractions
s

(d)2 e

The students should then calculate the chi square for
the above genetic experiment.

The students must now be

helped to understand the concept of degrees of freedom.
This is always equal to the number of classes minus 1.
Thus, since there are four possible classes of garden
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peas in this genetics experiment, the degree of freedom
is 3.

The students can now use a chi square table to find

the position of the calculated chi square value.

If

the calculated value has a probability of 0.05 or:more,
the variation of the data from the expected is acceptable
and due to chance.

If the value has a probability of

less than 0.05, the result must be rejected as having
another cause other than chance (Allen, 1979).
Goal 14:

The students will be able to distinguish among

different types of sources for research information:

journal

articles, abstracts, reputable publications, affiliated
publications, and sensationalist publications.
Activity for Goal 14:
In an instructor-led discussion, the students will
review the characteristics of journal articles, abstracts,
reputable publications, affiliated publications, and
sensationalist publications.

A clear outline of these

can be found in the Course Manual for Contemporary
Issues in Science, pages 8-10.

The students will be

shown reprints of articles in periodicals.

They will

attempt to categorize these according to the
characteristics they have identified.
The students will each be given a reprint to read
and they will complete a Worksheet for Source Selection
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and Evaluation

(Contemporary issues in Science, 1982,

pages 17-18).
Goal 15:

The students will be able to use the library

reference material.
Activity for Goal 15:
Most of the tenth and eleventh grade students who
elect to take this course have previously completed
research projects as part of English and history
requirements.

To evaluate the specific needs of

individuals, however, the class will take a Diagnostic
Research Tools Test (Contemporary Issues in Science, 1982).
Those who successfully complete the test should move
directly into the library research phase of their
independent project.
For those who demonstrate a weakness in a particular
area, the teacher will assign exercises from the Course
Manual on Contemporary Issues in Science on the
following topics:
How to Look Up a Topic, page 61.
How to Use the Card Catalog and Reader•s Guide,
pages 62-64.
How to Use Standard References, page 65.
Other Sources of Information, pages 66-75.
Writing to Persons and Organizations, pages 76-77.
Parts of a Book, page 78.
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Goal 16:

The students will calibrate each objective lens

for their microscopes.
Goal 17:

The students will measure the average size of

blood cells using the microscope.
Activity for Goals 16 and 17:
The students will be assigned a microscope with an
ocular micrometer in the eyepiece, a stage micrometer
with lines that are 0.01 miGrometers apart, and a
prepared slide of human blood cells.

They will calibrate

the lenses with the aid of the following instructions:
a.

Using the low power objective, place the stage
micrometer on the microscope and focus so that one
of the scales is superimposed on the other.

b.

Line up both scales so that their first lines
coincide and locate an additional pair of lines
that also coincide.

c.

Count the number of divisions on the ocular scale
and the number of divisions on the stage scale that
are between the two pairs of matched lines.

d.

Calculate the magnitude of one ocular division.

One ocular division
e.

=

Divisions on stage micrometer
Divisions on ocular micrometer X · 01 mm

Repeat the procedure for the high power and the oil
immersion lenses.
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f.

\!/rite the magnitude of one ocular division for each
lens on a piece of masking tape and attach it to the
base of your microscope.

g.

Use these conversion factors to measure the size of
ten erythrocytes on the prepared slide.

h.

Calculate the average diameter of a human erythrocyte
in micrometers.

Goal 18

(Allen, 1979)

The students will learn to use an analytical

balance.
Activity for Goal 18:
Using the manufacturer's protocol, the students will
practice measuring the mass of a 250 millimeter beaker,
small watch glass, or other small laboratory glassware.
Goal 19:

The students will become familiar with the parts

of a spectrophotometer.
Goal 20,

The students will understand the principles of the

operation of the spectrophotometer.
Goal 21:

The students understand the value of the

spectrophotometer in investigative study.
Activity for Goals 19, 20, and 21:
The students will read:

The Spectrophotometer

Strategies and Tactics in Biochemistry (Powers, pages 8-14)
Use of the Spectrophotometers
Biology Teachers Handbook (pages 164-165)
After a discussion of the operation of the instrument,
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the instructor will demonstrate how a spectrophotometer
can be used to determine growth rates and population
density of bacteria or yeast cells.
Procedure:
1.

Prepare a serial dilution of a 24 hour broth culture
of Escherichia coli.

2.

Zero the instrument with a blank of uninoculated
broth media.

The meter should read optical

density= 0; light transmission= 100%.
3.

Using the instructions of the manufacturer and the
recommended wavelength, determine the optical
density/percent light transmission for each sample
dilution.

4.

Calibrate each reading by sampling each dilution
for a pour-plate count technique determination of
the number of cells per milliliter.

Once calibrated

for a given organism, medium, and wavelength, the
optical densities are permanent representations of
the population densities.

Large numbers of samples

can be counted at a savings of time and expense of
materials.

(Allen, 1979)
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Unit Test-Research Skills
The first section of the unit test will be a standardized
test on scientific thinking 1 . This will be followed by a section
of problems from the Statistics subunit ...

These parts may be

presented on different class days, as time permits.

The

objectives for Media center skills, Laboratory skills, objective
5 of Statistics, and objective 6 of the Scientific Method subunit
will be evaluated as part of the independent projects evaluated
at the end of the year.
I.

A Test of Aspects of Scientific Thinking
Problem Solving in Biology (Kaplan, 1983, pages 33-41)

II.

Complete the following problems.

Show all intermediate

~atculations.

1.

What are the possible outcomes when flipping two coins
at the same time?

Calculate the percentage for each

outcome, if there are a large number of trials.
2.

The Florida Times-Union, Jacksonville, Florida, on April
20, 1985, reported that in the community of Mandarin
there is a

ten-house~tre~twhere

born over the last two years.
are girls.

six babies have been

All six of the babies

Using Pascal•s triangle, find the probability

of this event•s occurrence.
3.

An Advanced Placement biology class crossed Drosophila,
which was homozygous for red eyes, with one that was
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homozygous for white eyes.

Using the standard deviation

rule, evaluate the results, if 174 of the F 2 generation
have the dominant (red) phenotype and 66 have the
recessive phenotype.
4.

In a genetics experiment, a dihybrid cross was made with
garden peas.

The parents were SSyy and ssYY where:

S = smooth skinned seeds
s = wrinkled seeds
Y =yellow seeds
y = green seeds
From 160 offsprings in the F 2 generation, 85 showed
both dominant genes, 35 showed dominant genes for skin
and recessive for color, 29 showed recessive for skin
and dominant for color, and 1.1 showed recessive for both
genes.

Using the chi square rule, evaluate the results

of this experiment.
5.

Name the three classes of problems in scientific
investigation which can be solved with statistical
analysis.

6.

State the two laws of probability which apply to the
situations studied in this unit on statistics in
sctentific investigations.
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Energetics
Objectives
1.

The students will understand open and closed systems so

that they can compare and contrast the internal energy situations
in the two-types of systems.
2.

The students will know energy conversion examples

so

that they can describe several living and non-living examples.
3.

The students will understand free energy changes.so

that, given values of standard enthalpy of formation and standard
entropy, they can calculate free energy change for a given
chemical reaction.
4.

The students will understand free energy changes so

that, given a value for free energy change, they can decide if
the reaction will proceed spontaneously.
5,

The students will know three ways free energy is

contributed to a system so that they can list all three.
6.

The students will understand electrical and chemical

potential energy so that they can explain how free energy can be
stored in these forms.
7.

The students will know the Second Law of Thermodynamics

so that they can explain it in terms of entropy changes.
8.

The students will integrate their knowledge of

thermodynamics and their knowledge of biological systems so that
they can explain how cells are able to make themselves more
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orderly in seeming contradittionofthe Second Law of
Thermodynamics.
9.

The students will understand dissociation of acids and

bases so that, given the pH value, they can calculate the
dissociation constant of a given acid or base.
10.

The students will understand chemical equilibrium so

that, gtven the molar concentration of the products and reactants,
they can calculate the equilibrium constant.
11.

The students will understand open and closed systems

so that, given a statement about the transfer of matter and
energy from these systems, they can decide if the statement is
correct.
12.

The students will understand the relationship between

chemical equilibrium and free energy so that, given a statement
about the relationship, they can decide if it is correct.
13.

The students will understand chemical kinetics so that,

given a statement about the factors that affect reaction rates,
they can decide if it is correct.
14.

The students will integrate their knowledge of

kinetics and thermodynamics so that, given a statement about the
relationship of free energy and activation energy, they can
decide if it is correct.
15.

The students will understand activation energy so that,

given a statement which may describe or define it, they can
decide if the statement is correct.
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16.

The students will understand the role of catalysts in

chemical reactions so that, given a statement about the function
of enzymes, they can decide if it is true.
17,

The students will know about heat absorbed or released

by a system so that, given a list of terms that may describe it,
they can choose the correct one.
18.

The students will know about work done in chemical

reactions so that, given a list of terms that may describe this
work, they can choose the correct one.
19.

The students will understand entropy so that, given a

list of l&ws, they can choose the one that correctly describes
entropy,
20,

The students will know the definition of acids and

bases so that, given a definition and a list of terms, they can
choose the one which correctly is described in the definition.
21.

The students will know the definition of chemical

kinetics so that, given a list of definitions, they can choose
the correct one.
Goals and Activities
Goal 1.

The students will know the First Law of

Thermodynamics.
Goal 2.

The students will know three ways energy can be

lost or gained by a system.
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Goal 3.

The students will know the definition of the

vocabulary terms:

open system, closed system, enthalpy, and

internal energy.
Goal 4.

The students will understand the concept of internal

energy.
Goal 5.

The students will understand the concept of internal

energy in a closed system.
Goal 6.

The students will understand the relationship

between enthalpy and energy accounts.
Goal 7.

The students will know some examples of energy

conversion.
Goal 8.

The students will understand the loss of energy in

energy conversions.
Goal 9.

The students will understand the concept of free

energy (G) in a system.
Goal 10.

The students will knov-1 three ways free energy is

contributed to a system.
Goal 11.

The students will know two situations in biological

systems v1here the change in free energy is important.
Goal 12.

The students will understand how free energy is

stored as chemical or electrical potential energy.
Goal 13.

The students will know the definition of the

vocabulary term, entropy.
Goal 14.
Thermodynamics.

The students will know the Second Law of
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Goal 15.

The students will understand how cells are able

to exist in harmony with the Second Law of Thermodynamics,
while making themselves more orderly.
Goal 16.

The students will understand the ionization of

the water molecule.
Goal 17.

The students will know.what types of molecules

make up conjugate acid-base pairs.
Goal 18.

The students will understand dissociate constants.

Goal 19.

The students will understand the relationship

between equilibrium and free energy.
Goal 20.

The students will know the definition of the

vocabulary term, kinetics.
Goal 21.

The students will understand the relationship

between the rate of chemical reactions and equilibrium.
Goal 22.

The students will know the variables that affect

the kinetics of a chemical reaction.
Goal 23.

The students will understand rate constants.

Goal 24.

The students will know the definition of the

vocabulary term, activation energy.
Goal 25.

The students will understand the relationship

between the collision of molecules and the activation energy
for a reaction.
Goal 26.

The students will understand how catalysts are

able to lower the activation energy of a reaction.
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Activities for Goals 1-26.
The activities for this unit on energetics will be in
the form of lectures and instructor-led discussions,
along with supplementary reading by the students.
This may be an appropriate unit in which a guest
lecturer can be invited to present the activity.

If

the orientation of the teacher is toward the biological
sciences, the chemistry or physics teacher may be asked
to participate.

Among the parents or alumni, there may

be physicians or engineers who would also be good
sources for guest speakers.

Guest speakers can often

bring a different perspective to the classroom.
The following is an outline of suggested topics to be
covered in the lectures.
Lecture notes:
I.

The First Law of Thermodynamics
A.

Energy accounts

B.

Transfer of energy by a system.

C.

1.

by heat

2.

by performance of vmrk

3.

by transfer of matter

Internal energy
1.

closed systems--no transfer of matter
delta E =delta H +delta W
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where:

delta E is a change in internal energy
delta H is the net amount of heat
delta W is the net amount of work

2.

open systems--transfer of matter
delta E = delta q + delta W+delta urn
where:

delta Urn is net changes in i nterna 1 energy
because of matter entering or leaving the
system

...,':l

.

general equation for internal energy

where:

E1 is initial internal energy
E is new internal energy
2
q is added heat energy
w is work done on surroundings

D.

E2 - E1

=

q - w

delta E

=

q - w

Enthalpy--total energy
1.

enthalpy change (delta H)--heat absorbed or
released by a system undergoing a chemical change
at constant pressure.
w = P delta V
where:

w is work
p is pressure
delta V is a change in volume
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since delta E

=

q - w

delta E

=

q

since delta H

=

delta E + p delta

delta H

=

(q - p delta V) + p delta

p delta

at constant volume

v
v
v=

q

P delta V = 0

delta H = delta E
2.

I I.

values of delta H
a.

positive delta H--reaction is exothermic

b.

negative delta H--reaction is endothermic

Energy Conversions
A.

Non-living examples
1.

burning gasoline as a fuel for internal combustion
(chemical to thermal to mechanical)

2.

battery
(chemical to electrical)

3.

electric motor
(electrical to mechanical)

4.

nuclear power plant
(nuclear to thermal to mechanical to electrical)

B.

Living examples
1.

photosynthesis
(radiant to chemical)

2.

bioluminescence
(chemical to radiant)
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3.

flagella and cilia
(chemical to mechanical)

C.

II I .

Loss of thermal energy in conversions
1.

use of thermal energy bY, machines

2.

generation of heat by cells as wasted energy

Free Energy
A.

Definition of free energy (G)

B.

Contribution of free energy
1.

the energy due to concentration of a
mulecular species

2.

the energy contributed for charged ions due
to electrical potential energy

3.

energy changes as substances are transported
across a membrane

C.

Biological importance
1.

energy changes as a set of

reactants~a~e

converted to products
2.

energy changes as substances are carried
across a membrane

D.

Free energy changes
1.

calculations
delta G = delta H- T delta S
where:

delta G is a change in free energy
delta H is enthalpy change
T is temperature in K
delta S is entropy change
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2.

predictions
a.

reactions with negative delta G
are spontaneous

b.

reactions with positive delta G
are not spontaneous

E.

Chemical potential energy of a system--the number of
molecules of a particular species that enter or leave
the system

V.
IV.

v.

Electrical potential of a system--energy due to charge

Entropy

A.

Second Law of Thermodynamics

B.

Biological implications

Equilibrium

A.

Define equilibrium

B.

Conjugate acid-base pairs

c.

l.

proton donors

2.

proton acceptors

Dissociation of water
1.

Bonding in water molecules

2.

Tendency of hydrogen ions to jump from one
oxygen to another
a.

small size of hydrogen ion

b.

hydrogen's only electron held by oxygen
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3.

equilibrium constant
Keq =

[H+]

[OW]

[H 2o]

where:

Keq is equilibrium constant
[H+J

is the molar concentration of
hydrogen ions

[OW] is the molar concentration of

hydroxyl ions
[H20] is the molar concentration

of water molecules
D.

Dissociate constants of acid-base pairs

E.

Relationship between free energy and equilibrium
1.

Zero delta G =equilibrium of a reaction

2.

Calculation of delta G from equilibrium constant
delta G = -2.303 R T log K
where:

T is the temperature Kelvin scale,
298.15 K
R is a constant, 8.314 J/K

VI.

Kinetics
A.

Definition of kinetics
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B.

Relationship between kinetics and equilibrium
1.

rates change constantly

~ntil

equilibrium

(at equilibrium-rate is zero)
2,
C.

D.

rate decreases as reactants are consumed

Variables that affect rates
1.

nature of reactants

2.

state of subdivision

3.

temperature

4.

concentrations

Rate constants
Rate

=

where:

K [A]m [B]n [c]P
[A], [B], and [C] are concentration
of the reactants or products
m, n, and p are exponents which must
be determined experimentally
K is the rate constant

VII.

Activation Energy
A.

Definition of activation energy

B.

Collision theory of reaction rates
1.

molecules must have a particular orientation
so that they will bond when they collide

2.

collision must occur with enough force so that
electron shells can penetrate
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C.

Catalysts
1.

homogeneous--reacts with a reactant forming an
intermediate which decomposed into catalyst and
product

2.

heterogeneous--furnishes a surface on which the
reaction can occur
(Nebergall, Holtzclaw, & Robinson, 1980;
Lehninger, 1975; White, 1974; Anderson, 1980)

Reading Assignments
Goals 1-6:
Goals 9-12:

Biological Physics (White, pages 94-97)
Biological Physics (White, pages 97-100)

Goals 13-15:

Biological Physics (White, pages 100-101)

Goals 16-19:

Biological Physics (White, pages 101-102)
Biochemistry (Lehninger, pages 44-45)
College Chemistry (Nebergall, pages 394-397)

Goals 20-23:

College Chemistry (Nebergall, pages 372-376)
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Unit Test--Energetics2
I.

True- fa 1se
l.

The transfer of heat out of a system affects the

total energy of a system but the transfer of matter
does not.
2.

An open system is one that can absorb or release

matter.
3.

Chemical equilibrium is obtained where the free

energy change is zero.
- - - 4.

Chemical reactions are accelerated by increases in

temperature.
___ 5.

The kinetics of a chemical reaction is rarely

affected by surface area of the interface between the
two phases.
- - - 6.

7.

At equilibrium the rate change is l.
The rate of a chemical reaction is affected by the

concentration of the reactants but rarely by the nature
of the reactants.
---

8.

If a chemical reaction has a negative delta

G~

a

catalyst may be needed to lower the activation energy.
___ 9.

The activation energy is concerned with the energy

necessary to cause molecules to bind together when they
collide.
- - - 10. Some catalysts act to increase the activation energy
of a reaction.
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II.

Multiple choice
1.

A change in the heat absorbed or released by a

system is

- - - 2.

A.

internal energy

B.

entropy

e.

enthalpy

IJ.

free energy

The work needed to move molecules from one side of

a membrane and the work needed to add or remove
molecules to a solution is described as

3.

A.

internal energy

B.

entropy

C.

enthalpy

0.

free energy

In any isolated system the degree of disorder will

increase.

4.

This is a statement of

A.

the First Law of Thermodynamics

B.

the Second Law of Thermodynamics

c.

the Law of Constant Proportions

D.

Arrhenius' Law

A molecule which donates a proton to a solution is

said to be
A.

ionized

B.

at equil i bri urn

c.

an acid

D.

a base
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- - - 5.

I I I.

Chemical kinetics is concerned with
A.

the rate at which products are formed

B.

the concentrations of the products

C.

energy necessary to complete the reaction

D.

the activation energy

Free Response
1.

Compare and contrast the internal energy in an open

system and the internal energy in a closed system.
2.

Describe several systems, living and non-living, which

convert energy from one form to another.

Include an accounting

of any energy that is lost to the system.
3.

Calculate the free energy change for the following

reaction at 25 degrees

c.
N 0 (g)

+ N 03 (g)

Standard enthalpies of formation

Standard entropies

N 0 (g)

90.25 KJ

/mole

210.65 J/mole/K

N 02 (g)

33.2 KJ

/mole

239-9

J/mole/K

N203

83.72 KJ

/mole

312.2

J/mole/K

Is the above reaction spontaneous?
4.

Name three modes of action by which free energy is

contributed to a system.
5.

How can free energy be stored as an electrical or

chemical potential?
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6.

State the Second Law of Thermodynamics in terms of

entropy changes.
7.

Since living cells are part of the universe, they must

obey physical laws, such as the Second Law of Thermodynamics.
How are they able to do this while making themselves more orderly?
8.

Calculate the dissociation constant for acetic acid at

3.0 pH,
9.

A 0.72 mole sample of PC1

vessel and heated.

is put into a 1.00 liter
5
At equilibrium, the vessel contains 0.40

moles of PCl3 (g) as well as c1 2 and undissociated PCls (g).
What is the equilibrium constant for the decomposition of PC1 5
to PC1 3 and Cl 2 at this temperature?
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Plasma Membranes
Objectives
1.

The students will know the Fluid Mosaic Model of the

plasma membrane ,so that, given a list of statements about the
constituents, they can decide which is correct.
2.

The students will understand the Fluid Mosaic model of

the plasma membrane so that, given a list of statements about
the movement of molecules through the membrane, they can decide
whtch is correct.
3.

The students will understand the self assembly of the

lipid bilayer so that they can explain why this confirmation is
energetically advantageous to the cell.
4.

The students will know the Fluid Mosaic model of the

plasma membrane so that, given a list of statements about the
functions of the constituents, they can decide which is correct.
5.

The students will know the techniques by which the plasma

membrane is studied in the laboratory--such as disruption by
detergents, electrophoresis, ghost cells, vectorial labeling,
freeze-fracture electron microscopy,

and cross-linking by

antibodies--so that, given a statement about these experimental
processes, they can decide if the statement is correct.
6.

The students will comprehend the meaning of the term,

electrochemical gradient, so that, given a list of statements
about gradients, they can decide which is correct.
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7.

The students will relate the idea of electrochemical

gradient across a plasma membrane to their study of free energy
so that they can show how a gradient can be used by a cell to do
work.
8.

The students will know the meanings of the terms

permeable~ semipermeable~

and selectively permeable so that they

can paraphrase the definitions.
9.

The students will understand the processes of diffusion,

facilitated diffusion, and active transport so that, given a
list of statements about these processes, they can decide
which is correct.
10.

The students wi11 understand the processes of diffusion,

facilitated diffusion, and active transport so that, given a
statement about these processes, they can decide if it is correct.
11.

The students will be cognizant of the process of

diffusion so that they can explain the law of diffusion and the
mechanism for the movement of hydrophobic molecules and uncharged
polar molecules across the plasma membrane.
12,

The students will understand facilitated diffusion so

that they can explain the structure and function of channel
proteins and carrier proteins.
13.

The students wi11 integrate their knowledge of cell

membranes, energetics, and the nerve ce11 so that they can
explain the transmission of nerve impulses.
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Goals and
Goal 1.

~ctivities

The students will know the constituents of the

plasma membrane as theorized by the Fluid Mosaic model.
Goal 2.

The students will understand the Fluid Mosaic model

of the plasma membrane.
Goal 3.

The students will understand the self-assembly of

the lipid bilayer,
Goal 4.

The students will know the functions of the

constituents of the plasma membrane.
Goal 5.

The students will know the laboratory techniques

used to study the plasma membrane.
Goal 6.

The students will be able to define electrochemical

gradient.
Goal 7,

The students will understand electrochemical

gradients.
Goal 8.

The students will integrate the concepts of

electrochemical gradients and free energy.
Goal 9.

The students will know the meaning of the terms

permeable, semipermeable, differentially permeable, and
selectively permeable.
Goal 10.

The students will know the three methods·by which

small molecules pass through membranes.
Goal 11.
diffusion.

The students will understand the process of
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Goa 1 12.

The students will understand the process of

facilitated diffusion.
Goal 13.

The students will understand the process of active

transport.
Goal 14.

The students will integrate their knowledge of

the plasma membrane with their knowledge of energetics and nerve
ce 11 s.
Goal 15.

The students will appreciate the importance of

the plasma membrane to a biological system.
Activity for Goals 1-15:
This unit is designed to encourage the students to
take responsibility for their own learning by researching
some part of the material to be covered in this unit
and leading a class discussion on this subject.

a

After

brief review of the material covered in biology,

concerning the membranes of a cell, the students will
be assigned the objectives for which they will be
responsible.

They should be encouraged to show

interrelationships among these concepts and those
already developed in this course.
A bibliography of possible sources will be made
available and the students should be encouraged to add
to the list.

During class time the teacher should

meet with individuals 1.and small groups to discuss
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their progress and help to organize the material.
Audio visual equipment, overhead projectors, and
laboratory materials for demonstration will be available
upon the approval of the teacher.

Some students may

wish to film their demonstrations with the video camera
so that they will be free to talk to class members and
answer questions.
The teacher should see that the concepts are
presented sequentially when assignments are made.
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Unit Test--Plasma Membrane 3
l.

True-false

- -1.

Experiments show that a particular transport system in
a cell can only move calcium ions out of the cell,
regardless of the external calcium concentration.

This

must be an active transport system.
- -2.

Gated channels of the type in nerve cells are examples
of active transport.

_ _ 3.

Vectori a1 transport refers to entry of proteins into
the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum.

--

4.

Electrophoresis is a tool used in research to study
the proteins on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane.

- -5.

Diffusion, faciliated diffusion, and active transport
all proceed at no cost of energy to the cell.

II.

Multiple choice

- -1.

In order to diffuse freely through the cell membrane,
a substance should be:

--

2.

A.

positively charged

B.

water-soluble

C.

nonpolar

D.

negatively charged

Which of the following most adequately describes the
fluid mosaic model of the cell membrane?
A.

a tightly packed layer of hydrophobic protein and
lipid molecules
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B.

a double lipid layer loosely surrounding globular
proteins that extend beyond the membrane's surface.

C.

two "slices" of perpheral proteins "sandwiching"
a 1 i pi d bil aye r .

D'

a mosaic of different proteins and lipids dissolved
in a semipermeable fluid.

--

3.

Which of the following sutstances passivelY .diffuses
across the membrane of a cell?

_ _4.

A.

carbon dioxide

B.

oxygen

C.

so d i urn i ons

D.

glucose

E.

both A and B are correct

Which of the following statements characterizes protein
molecules that transport substances through a cell
membrane?
A.

They are highly specific for the substances
transported.

B.

Their structures are permanently altered by the
process.

C.

They are free to move between intercellular fluid
and the cytoplasm.

D.

They cause permanent changes in the molecules they
transport.

E.

Both B and D are correct.
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5.

The carrier molecule involved in the sodium-potassium
pump operates by:
A.

maintaining equal concentration of these two ions
on either side of the membrane.

- -6.

B.

undergoing changes in its configuration.

C.

pumping Na ions into the cell.

D.

pumping K ions out of the cell.

E.

Both C anc D are correct.

Short carbohydrate chains attached to proteins and lipids
on the exterior of the cell membrane function in:
A.

recognition of molecules such as antibodies and
hormones.

_ _ 7.

B.

the actual process of active transport.

C.

maintenance of turgor pressure.

D.

adhesion of cells to one another.

E.

Both A and D are correct.

\~hich

of the following features of cell membranes is

most constant throughout the vast diversity of cell
types?
A.

the composition of integral proteins

B.

the structure of protruding carbohydrates

C.

the orientation of phospholipid molecules

D.

the relative concentration of lipids
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@.

The perpheral proteins of the cell membrane are those
that:
A.

are attached to integral proteins on the cytoplasmic
side.

_ _ 9.

B.

are attached to lipids of the bilayer.

C.

are important in recognition and adhesion processes.

D.

contain hydrophilic pores.

The fluid aspect of the fluid mosaic model of the cell
membrane applies to the:
A.

diffusion of lipid-soluble substances through the
bilayer.

B.

lateral movement of lipids and integral proteins.

C.

water solubility of the membrane.

D.

method of transport of substances across the membrane.

- -10. rn cells that are in the process of oxidizing glucose:

A.

glucose enters by diffusion against a concentration
gradient.

B.

oxygen enters by active transport.

C.

carbon dioxide exits down a concentration gradient.

D.

oxygen enters by facilitated diffusion.

- -11. The process of faciliated diffusion requires:

A.

carrier proteins.

B.

no input of

D.

a downhill concentration gradient

D.

all three answers are correct.

energ~

by the cell.
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--

12. The operation of the sodium-potassium pump requires:
A.

low cellular concentrations of sodium.

B.

high cellular concentration of potassium.

C.

ATP as an energy source.

D.

carrier proteins with the proper configuration for
releasing and binding ions.

E.

Both C and B are correct.

13. Diffusion is most efficient if:

--

A.

the cell has a small surface area-to-volume ratio.

B.

the internal and external concentrations of the
diffusing substance are equal.

C.

the cell is large and spherical.

D.

a steep concentration gradient exists.

_ _14. Which of these is an example of active transport?
A.

uptake of solid food particles by Paramecium

B.

maintenance of proper Na+ and K- ion gradients
across nerve cell membranes.

C.

movement of glucose into cells carrying out
oxidation of carbohydrates

D.

movement of carbon dioxide into the bloodstream

E.

movement of water from a hypotonic solution into
a cell

- -15. When the process of diffusion reaches an equilibrium

A.

the movement of particles is greatly slowed.
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I'I I.

1.

B.

a concentration gradient no longer exists.

C.

random movement ceases.

D.

a water potential is established.

E.

further exchange of particles ceases.

Free response
Use your knowledge of diffusion to describe what will happen
to a cell that is adapted for survival in salt water, if it
is placed in a fresh water environment.

2.

The interior of the lipid bilayer of cell membranes is
hydrophobic.

The polar heads of these molecules face the

exterior and the interior of the cell and are hydrophilic.
Given this structural arrangement, how is the membrane
adapted to permit both polar and nonpolar molecules to
enter the cell?
3.

Explain how a cell can establish an electrochemical gradient
and then use the gradient to accomplish work.

4.

Why is the confirmation of the lipid bilayer an energetic
advantage to the cell?

5.

Using your knowledge of the plasma membrane, energetics, and
the nerve cell, explain how nerve impulses are transmitted.

6.

Define the following terms:
a.

permeab 1e

b.

semipermeable

c.

selectively permeable
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Enzymes
Introductory Activity--Enzymes and Chocolate-Covered Cherries
Purpose.

To determine how the liquid center is produced in

chocolate-covered cherries.
Procedure.
students.

Pass a box of chocolate-covered cherries to the

Ask each student to make three observations and three

inferences about the outside of the candy.

Students may then

eat the candy and make three observations and three inferences
about the tnside.
Discussion
1.

qoe~tians.

Were the chocolate-covered cherry centers liquid during the
time they were manufactured?

2.

What is the white part inside the chocolate-covered cherries,
in addition to the liquid?

3.

4.

What chemical test could you make to determine the nature of:
a.

the liquid center?

b.

the white residue?

What other biological processes are similar to this digestion
of sucrose with the enzyme invertase?
Independent research.

1.

What other products, if any, are produced in this digestive
process?

2.

Write the chemical equation for the digestive process in
this exercise.
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To the instructor:
When the cherries are manufactured, the white fondant obviously
must be solid since it has to be coated with chocolate by a dipping
process.

The fondant is composed of a high concentrated solution

of sucrose which is semi-solid, especially at lower temperatures.
But in addition to the sucrose fondant, the enzyme in this case
is mixed with the fondant and its accompanying enzyme react
together making use of the moisture in the fondant to allow the
hydrolysis (digestion) of the sucrose.

While being packaged,

shipped, and merchandised in stores, this enzyme digestion of
sucrose takes place,

When the candy is purchased the invertase

has digested sucrose to fructose and glucose.

Since the fructose

component of sucrose is much more soluble in water, it dissolves
in the moisture in the fondant and becomes a sugar syrup.

The

centers of the candies change from a solid to a liquid.
(Harding, 1969)
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Enzymes
Objectives
1.

The students will comprehend the vocabulary terms so that
they can paraphrase the definitions.

2.

The students will know the definitions of the vocabulary
terms so

th~t;

given a list of descriptions, they can pick

the correct one.
3.

The students will understand the defintions of the vocabulary
terms so that, given a series of statements, they can choose
which are correct.

4.

The students will know the two structural features of the
substrate molecule which allow for enzyme specificity so
that, given a statement about the features, they can decide
if it is correct.

5.

The students will understand the significance of folding in
the protein molecule so that, given a statement about
allosteric proteins, they can decide if it is correct.

6.

The students will understand the significance of folding in
the protein molecule so that they can explain how a
hydrophylic molecule could be used as a signal between cells.

7.

The students will understand allosteric enzymes so that the
students will pick the correct classification from a list.

8.

The students will apply their knowledge of energetics to
enzyme catalyzed reactions so that they can explain the
differences between catalyzed and uncatalyzed reactions.
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9.

The students will know the three enzyme complexes embedded
in the inner membrane of the mitochondria so that, given
statements about the enzymes, they can pick the correct
statement.

1m~

The students will know the proteins which carry electrons
between the enzyme complexes so that, given statements about
the proteins, they can pick the correct statement.

11.

The students will understand the functions of conjugate redox
pairs so that they can explain how

energ~

can be released

during oxidation-reduction reactions of the respiratory chain.
12.

Given reference materials with oxidation-reduction potentials
of conjugate redox pairs, the students will be able to
calculate the release of free energy in an oxidation-reduction
reaction.

13.

The students will apply their knowledge of oxidation-reduction
reactions so that they can show how cells liberate energy in
the electron. transport chain (respiratory chain).

14.

The students will understand the lethal effect of cyanide,
azide, and carbon monoxide so that they will be able to
explain the effects of these substances on cells.

15.

The students will understand the relationships between
substrate concerltration, velocity, the Michaelis-Menton
constant, and the Lineweaver-Burk equation so that, given a
statement about these relationships, they can decide which
statement is correct.
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16.

The students will understand the relationship between the
Michaelis-Menton and Lineweaver-Burk equations so that, given
a graph of a Lineweaver-Burk equation, they can calculate the
maximum velocity and the Michaelis constant.

17.

The students will know the processes demonstrated in the
laboratory exercise so that, given a list of cell parts, they
can pick the one affected by the enzyme lysozyme.

18.

The students will understand enzyme kinetics so that they
can explain how the laboratory exercise demonstrated the
kinetics of an enzyme catalyzed reaction.
Goals and Activities
Goal 1.

The students will demonstrate comprehension of

vocabulary terms:

proteins, peptide bonds, dehydration synthesis,

ligand, substrate, allosteric, and electrochemical gradient.
Activity for Goal 1:
Students will read:

Protein Structure and Function

Molecular Biology of the Cell (Alberts et al., pages 111-120)
Enzymes
Biochemistry (Lehninger, pages 217-247)
Goal 2.

The students will know the two structural features

on the substrate molecule which allow for enzyme specificity.
Goal 3.

The students will understand the "lock and key"

relationship between molecules of enzymes and molecules of
substrates.
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Goal 4.

The students will understand the significance of

folding in the protein molecule.
Activity for Goals 2, 3, 4:
Students will build three dimensional models of enzyme
and substrate molecules.

They will label non-covalent

bonds, susceptible bonds, and binding groups on the
active sites.
Goal 5.

The students will analyze a scenario in which an

allosteric enzyme is related to chemical signaling between cells.
Activity for Goal 5:
Enquiry into Allosteric Enzymes as Chemical Signals
All enquiry activities in this unit are designed to be
used with the Suchman Enquiry Model (cited in Eggen,
1979).

The characteristic steps include:

1.

Identification of a problem

2.

Hypothesizing a possible solution

3.

Gathering data to test the hypothesis

4.

Revising the hypothesis

5.

Repeating steps two and three until a hypothesis
which accounts for all the data is found

The students may gather data by asking questions of
the instructor which can be answered yes or no.
Problem-Hydrophylic signaling molecules are able to
alter the behavior of their target cells without entering
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the cells.

Develop a hypothesis to explain this behavior.

Instructor:

Advise students to apply their knowledge of

enzyme activity and structure to the structure of the
plasma membrane.

After the formation of initial

hypotheses, students may be given additional data.
Research has shown that allosteric enzymes are
bound in the plasma membrane.
Hypotheses should be further revised before students
are given final data.
The bound enzymes have been shown to catalyze the
production of a soluble intracellular mediator.
Final hypotheses should be refined.

The activity should

conclude with a discussion of specific examples, such as
enzyme, adenylate cyclase, which catalyzes the synthesis
of cyclic AMP.

Students should be made aware that this

is only one of several mechanisms in which an allosteric
enzyme is responsible for intercellular signaling.
Goal 6.

The students will analyze a scenario in which an

allosteric enzyme is used to do work by harnessing an
electrochemical gradient across a plasma membrane.
Activity for Goal 6:
Enquiry into the Use of Allosteric Enzymes as Ion Pumps
Problem:

Devise a hypothetical situation in which an

allosteric enzyme is used by a cell to drive a glucose
pump using a sodium ion gradient.
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Instructor:

Students should apply their knowledge of

enzyme activity and structure, the plasma membrane, and
electrochemical gradients,

After initial hypotheses are

formed, students may be given additional data.
While sodium ions bind equally well to the protein
in either allosteric states, the binding of the
sodium ion induces a transition in the protein
that greatly increases its affinity for glucose.
Final hypotheses should be refined.

The activity should

conclude with a group discussion of the theoretical
glucose pump which exists in two states, "pong" and
"ping."

The pump oscillates randomly between the

"pong'' and "ping" states.

In the "pong" state the

protein is open to the extracellular space; in the "ping"
state it is open to the cytoplasm.

Since the sodium ion

concentration is higher in the extracellular space than
in the cytoplasm, glucose is much more likely to bind
to the pump in the pong state.

Therefore, both sodium

ions and glucose enter the cell more often than they
leave it.

As a result, the system carries both glucose

and sodium ions into the cell.

(Albert, Bray, Lewis,

Roff, Roberts, and Watson, 1983)
Goal 7.

The students will demonstrate comprehension of the

vocabulary terms:
activation state.

free energy of activation, transition state,
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Activity for Goal 7:

The students will read:

Enzyme-catalyzed reactions
Molecular Biology of the Cell (Alberts et al ., page 65)
Free Energy of Activation
Biochemistry (Lehninger, page 188)
Goal 8.

The students will relate their knowledge of activation

energy to an enzyme catalyzed reaction.
Activity for Goal 8:

The students will draw and explain an

energy diagram for a chemical reaction, catalyzed and
uncatalyzed.
Goal 9.

The students will demonstrate comprehension of the

vocabulary terms:

conjugate redox pairs, redox potential,

respiratory chain, electrochemical gradient, and free energy.
Goal 10.

The students will know the three large enzyme

complexes embedded in the inner membrane of the mitochondria.
Goal 11.

The students will know the two small proteins which

carry electrons between the enzyme complexes.
Activity for Goals 9, 10, 11:

The students will read

The Respiratory Chain Enzymes
Molecular Biology of the Cell (Alberts et al ., pages 504-507)
Energetics of Electron Transport
Biochemistry (Lehninger, pages 498-499)
Goal 12.

The students will understand how conjugate redox

pairs are able to maintain electron pressure.
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Activity for Goal 12:

The activity will be composed of an

instructor-led discussion in which the students will be
asked to recall their knowledge of conjugate acid-base
pairs and the ability of these to act as a buffer in
maintaining hydrogen ion concentration (pH).

The

students will then be asked to draw a parallel, using
conjugate redox pairs and their ability to maintain
electron pressure (redox potential).
Goal 13.

The students will understand the relationship

between a change in redox potential and the release of free energy.
Activity for Goal 13:. The students will be provided with
reference material containing oxidation-reduction potentials
of conjugate redox pairs at pH 7.0 and temperature 25-30
degrees C.
The students will be instructed to calculate free energy
changes when a pair of electrons pass from one of a conjugate
redox pair to another, using the equation:
delta G = -n F(delta

E~)

= number of electrons
F = faradays(23,062 calories)

where

n

delta

E~=

redox potential of the electron accepting
couple minus the redox potential of the
electron donating couple
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Sample problem:

Calculate the standard free energy

change when a pair of electrons passes from isocitrate
to NAD+.
Goal 14.

(Assume pH 7.0 and temp. 25 degrees C)

The students will apply their knowledge of oxidation-

reduction reactions to the reactions between enzyme molecules
of the electron transport chain in the inner mitochondrial membrane.
Activity for Goa 1 14:

The students w.i 11 be provided with

reference material showing standard redox potentials at
7~0

pH and 25-30 degrees C.

They will be asked to calculate

the standard free energy change at each acceptor molecule on
the respiratory chain.
The students will then make a schematic diagram of
their own design showing:
a.

the seven electron donors and acceptors

b.

the redox potential of each in millivolts

c.

the free energy in kilocalories

Goal 15.

The students will know the mechanism for the toxic

effect of cyanide, azide, and carbon monoxide.
Activity for Goal 15:

The students will independently

research the topic in Goal 15 using the school media center
and the community libraries.

They will prepare a short written

report (approximately 150 words) on the effects of cyanide,
axide, and carbon monoxide on the respiratory chain.
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Goal 16.

The students will demonstrate a comprehension of

vocabulary terms saturation, initial velocity, maximum velocity,
substrate concentration, Michaelis-Menton constant, LineweaverBurk equation.
Activity for Goal 16:

The students will read:

The Michaelis-Menton Equation
Biochemistry (Lehninger, pages 187-195)
Goal 17.

The students will understand the effect of substrate

concentration on the rate of enzyme-catalyzed reactions.
Activity for Goal 17:

Enquiry into the Relationship of

Reaction Rates and Substrate Concentration
The students will be instructed to draw a graph of a
hypothetical enzyme-substrate reaction, using their
knowledge of enzyme function.

They will plot the rate

of reaction versus the substrate concentration.

After

initial graphs are drawn, the students will be given
additional data.
Studies show that the rate of reactions will
increase with the concentration of the substrate
until all the enzyme molecules are bound.

The

rate is then limited by rate of activity on the
enzyme surface.
The hypothetical graphs should then be refined.

The

activity will conclude with a discussion of the graph
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shown by research to demonstrate enzyme catalyzed
reactions.

The maximum rate, V max, is reached when all

the enzyme molecules are occupied.

The concentration of

the substrate at Km, one-half of maximum, is a measure
of how tightly the substrate is bound to the enzyme.
A small Km indicates a strong binding.
Goal 18.

Students will be able to analyze a word problem and

determine initial velocity of a catalyzed reaction, given maximum
velocity, Michaelis-Menton constant, and substrate concentration.
Activ'ity for Goal 18:
The students will be asked to apply their knowledge
of the vocabulary terms to explain the relationships
in the Michaelis-Menton equation.
V max [S]
Vo=---Km + [S]
Where:

Vo

= initial velocity

Vmax = maximum velocity
Km = half the maximum (Michaelis-Menton constant)
S = Substrate concentration
Goal 19.

Given a graph of a Lineweaver-Burk plot of the

Kinetics of an enzyme catalyzed reaction, the student will be
able to determine the initial velocity, maximum velocity, and
the substrate concentration.
Activity for Goal 19:

The students will be instructed to
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transform the Michaelis-Menton equation by taking the
reciprocal of both sides and simplifying each.

The

resultant form is the Lineweaver-Burk equation.
--

V

Km

x-+--

V max

S

V max

Students will be asked to apply this equation to the
equation for a straight line.
y

= mx X+ b

The students will be given the following units.

I V is measured in micro moles I minute
I S is measured in moles I liter
Given a straight line graph of a Lineweaver-Burk plot
of an enzyme catalyzed reaction, the students will be
asked to label the axes, using the correct units.

The

students will then label they intercept, the x
intercept and calculate the slope.
Gial 20.

The students will acquaint themselves with the

background material and the procedure before beginning the
laboratory exercise.
Goal 21'.

The :students will carefully ·foHow the dinections

given for the laboratory exercise.
Goal 22.

The students will observe all safety rules in the

laboratory.
Goal 23.

The students will gain experience in using a

spectrophotometer.
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Goal 24. The students will make a graph to show the
relationships between the experimental data.
Goal 25.

The students will be able to relate their knowledge

of enzyme activity to the results of the laboratory exercise.
Activity for Goals 20-25:

An assay of the activity of the

enzyme lysozyme on r.1i crococcus lysodei kti cus.
The enzyme, lysozyme, catalyzes the reaction in which
cells are lysed.

Lysozyme activity can be measured by

the rate of lysis of Micrococcus by the enzyme.

The

rate of lysis can be measured by the change in
absorbancy at 450 nm.
Set the spectrophotomotor at 450 nm.
of enzyme solution to 2.9 ml of substrate.

Add O.t ml
The substrate

solution contains 0.24 mg/ml dried Micrococcus cells
in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0.

Record the

absorbancy every thirty seconds using a water blank.
Take readings for five minutes.
Show by means of a graph the relationship between
time and the absorbancy of the solution.
absorbancy decline?

Why does

Label the portions of the graph

which represent initial velocity and maximum velocity.
How is absorbancy related to the rate of the enzyme
catalyzed reaction?
(Powers and Kindig, unpublished)
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Unit Test--Enzymes
I.

Multiple choice.

Select the best phrase to complete the

following:
- -1.

2.

The function of an enzyme depends on
a.

its size

b.

the properties of its surface

c.

its location in the cell

d.

its maximum velocity when reacting with its substrate

The

increased concentration of a specific ion on one

side of a membrane represents

- -3.

a.

activation energy

b.

free energy

c.

kinetic energy

d.

potential energy

A substance which has the ability to give up electrons
is called a

_ _ 4.

a.

reducing agent

b.

electro lye

c.

conjugate pair

d.

oxidizing agent

11

Proof reading 11 enzymes function in such a way as to

move up down a DNA molecule, checking for breakage or
missing parts.
a.

These enzymes must be composed of

small proteins, so that they can move along the
double helix
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- -5.

b.

coenzymes

c.

allosteric proteins

d.

ligans, which can reversibly change their shape

The lysozyme used in the laboratory exercise with
Micrococcus catalyzes a change to what part of the cell?

II.

a.

nucleus

b.

ribosome

c.

plasma membrane

d.

lysosome

Answer true or false to the following ten statements ..

- -1.

Proteins are composed of amino acid units, held together
by peptide bonds.

- -2.

When amino acid units are joined to form proteins, a
molecule of water is absorbed for each peptide bond formed.

- -3.

Conjugate redox pairs consist of an acid and a base
which transfer hydrogen ions from one to the other.

_ _4.

Oxygen is the final acceptor molecule in the respiratory
chain.

_ _ 5.

Enzyme specificity is related to the position of at least
one susceptible bond on the surface of the substrate
molecule.

- -6.

For most enzymes, the concentration of the substrate at
the maximum velocity is a measure of how tightly the
substrate are bound.
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______7.

The Lineweaver-Burk equation is analogous to the equation
for a straight line.

______8.

Ubi qui none is a protein which transfers electrons from
NADH hydrogenase to the b-e complex in the respiratory
chain.

------9.

As a general

rule~

enzyme molecules are smaller than

other protein molecules.
10. An enzyme molecule can only be effective in a biological

--

reaction as long as it maintains its original shape.
III.

Free Response.

Define the following terms:

L

Ligand

2.

Re-dox potential

3.

Allosteric protein

4.

Electrochemical gradient

5.

Transition state

For the next two
of 25 degrees C.

items~

assume a pH of 7.0 and a temperature

A table of standard oxidation-reductton

potentials will be provided.
6.

Calculate the standard-free energy change when a

pair of electrons passes from succinate to cytochrome b.
7.

Calculate the standard free energy change when a

pair of electrons passes from NADS to cytochrome c.
8.

How can the reaction observed in the laboratory

exercise with Micrococcus cells be used to demonstrate the
kinetics of enzyme catalyzed reactions?
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9.

The use of enzymes to catalyze reactions in living cells
provides an advantage to cells.

Explain specifically what

this advantage is and how it relates to energy conservation
by the cell.
10.

Explain the toxic effect of cyanide on a living cell.

Be

specific in discussing the reactions involved.
11.

Suggest how a hydrophylic molecule might be used as a method
of signaling between the cells.

12.

Explain how cells are able to liberate energy for their use
in the respiratory chain.

13.

Plot the following points on the graph paper attached to the
test.

The graph you have made is-a Lineweaver-Burk plot of

the kinetics of an enzyme catalyzed reaction.
axes, using correct units.

Label the

Using the graph, find the

maximum velocity and the Michaelis constant.
X

y

0

2

2

4

4

5

6

7

8

8

10

10

12

12
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Buffer Systems
Objectives
1.

The students will understand pH values and concentrations of
acids and bases so that, given the normality of an acid
or base, they can calculate the pH.

2.

The students will understand the relationship between the
hydrogen ion concentration and pH so that, given a table of
pH values of physiological solutions, they can calculate
the hydrogen ion concentration.

3.

The students will understand the relationship between the
pH, the ionization constant, and the concentrations of acids
and their salts so that, given the pH of a buffer system
and a table of ionization constants, they can calculate the
ratio of salt concentration to acid concentration.

4.

The students will understand the relationship between pH,
the ionization constant, and the concentrations of acids and
their salts so that, given the pH of a buffer system and a
table of ionization constants, they can calculate the
concentration of the acid and its salt.

5.

The students will understand the relationship between pH the
ionization constant, and the concentrations of acids and their
salts so that, given the log of the ionization constant and
the ratio of acid to salt, they can calculate the pH of the
buffer.
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6.

The students will understand the relationship between the pH,
the ionization constant, and the concentrations of the acids
and their salts so that, given the volume, the concentrations
of acids and salts, and the log of the ionization constant,
they can calculate the pH of the buffer.

7.

The students will integrate their knowledge of general
chemistry and their knowledqe of buffer systems so that,
given the volume, molarity and pH of a buffer system and the
molecular weights of the salts and the acid, they can
calculate the grams of salts and the milliliters of pure
acid needed to make the buffer.

8.

The students will understand the buffer zone of an acid so
that they can explain that the ionization constant and the
pH are equal at that point where the buffer is most effective
at resisting change in hydrogen ion concentration.

9.

The students will know the theories which explain the
functions of acids and bases so that they can compare
Arrhenius, Bronsted-Lowery, and Lewis• definitions of acids
and bases.
Goals and Activities
Goal 1.

The students will review their knowledge of conjugate

acid-base pairs.
Goal 2.

The students will know the different acid-base

theories as proposed by Arrhenius, Bronsted-Lowery, and Lewis.
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Goal 3.

The students will review their knowledge of chemical

equilibria.
Goal 4.

The students will understand relative strengths of

acids and bases.
Goal 5.

The students will know the function of buffers.

Goal 6.

The students will know the components of a buffer

system.
Goal 7.

The students will understand why buffers control pH.

Goal 8.

The students will integrate their knowledge of

chemical equilibria, their laboratory skills, and their knowledge
of the scientific method.
Activity for Goals 1-8:

The students will complete

Experiment 20, Acid-Base Equilibria, Hydrolysis, and
Buffers in Frantz-Malms Chemical Principles in the
Laboratory by Roberts and Ifft.
Goal 9.

The students will understand the relationship

between the pH and the concentration of proton donors and
acceptors as shown by the Henderson-Hasselbach equation.
Activity for Goal 9:

In an instructor-led discussion the

students will examine the Henderson-Hasselbach equation.
pH = pK + log
where:

pH is minus the

1o~

salt
acid
of the hydrogen iDn concentration

pK is the log of the ionization constant
salt is the concentration of the salt
acid is the concentration of the acid
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Buffer problems can best be approached in an organized manner.
Example:

How would you prepare 1 liter of an acetate buffer,

0.1 M in acetate, pH 5.0 given 1 molar solutions of sodium
acetate and acetic acid?
Students should list

Needed

the "givens''

1 1iter of buffer
pH

5.0

0.1 M in acetate
Write a balanced
equation

CH COOH ~ CH coo+ + H+
3
3
(acid)
(salt)

Substitute known values

[salt]

=

1. 995

[acid]

into the Henderson-Hasselbach
equation and solve for the
concentration of either the
acid or the salt.
If the final buffer is

[salt]

to be 0.1 Min acetate-

1. 995

+ [acid]

=

0.1

a + [a]

=

0.1

[a]

=

0.033

[s]

=

0.067

Now that the molar concentrations of the acid and salt are
known, the students can determine the amounts of the
materials by dimensionsl analysis.
lmole/ 1000 ml

+ 1 M

lmole/1 liter x 1 liter/0.003moles x lml/1

=

30.3 ml of
molar acid
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lmole/1 liter x 1 liter/0.067 x lml/1

=

14.95 ml of 1 molar
salt

Goal 10.

The students will know how to determine the buffer

zone on a titration curve of an acid.
Activity for Goal 10:

Given a titration curve of several

acids, the students will be asked to find the mid-points of
the curves.

The students will be instructed to mark the

mid-point ( pK ) of each acid.

The instructor will point

out the relatively flat zone extending 1.0 pH units on each
side to the mid-points.

This buffer zone is the area in

which the conjugate acid-base pair has the greatest capacity
for resisting changes in pH.
greatest when the pH
Goal 11.

=

pK.

The buffering power is the
(Lehninger, 1975)

The students will know the two major physiological

buffers.
Activity for Goal 11:

In an instructor-led discussion the

students will be asked to recall the method in which carbon
dioxide is removed from cells to the respiratory surfaces in
vertebrates.

The bicarbonate ion holds the pH of blood plasma at a
constant ratio of 7.4.
base pair.

H2C0 3--HC0 3 is the conjugate acid-
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Hyperventilation occurs when the person breathes too
rapidly, thus losing too much carton dioxide.

The

equilibrium of the reaction is thrown off and the pH of the
blood increases.
increased pH.

The symptoms occur as a result of the

Blood vessels to the brain become constricted

and blood supply to the brain is decreased.
The major intracellular buffer is H Po 4---HPo - 2
4
2
Glucose-6-phosphate, ATP, and other organic phosphates also
contribute buffering power.

(Lehninger, 1975)
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Unit Test--Buffers4
1.

2.

Calculate the pH of the following solutions:
a.

1o- 5 N HCl

b.

3 x 10-6

c.

1o- 9 N HCl

Calculate the hydrogen ion concentration of the following
substances.

3.

N KOH

A table of pH va 1ues wi 11 be provided.

a.

blood plasma

b.

i ntrace 11 ul ar fluri1d of muscle

c.

sea water

Calculate the

[HC0 3]

I

[H2C0 3]

ratio in blood plasma

at pH 7.4.
4.

What is the concentration of salt and acid in one liter of
an acetate buffer of sodium acetate and acetic acid if the
pH is 6.4?

5.

If the pK is 9.2 and the concentration of a salt is 1/4 that
of the acid in a buffer, find the pH.

6.

Find the pH of a liter of a buffer solution made of 0.01
moles of the salt of a weak acid whose pK is 6.7 with 0.0005
mo 1e s o f HC 1 .

7.

Calculate how many grams of sodium acetate and how many
milliliters of glacial acetic acid are needed to make 1 liter
of 0.01 M sodium acetate buffer at pH 4.53.

Sodium acetate

has a molecular weight of 82.04 and glacial acetic acid
60.05.

Assume acetic acid is 100% acid.
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8.

A buffer was made of sod i urn formate and formic acid.

It

was made so that its buffering capacity was at the greatest
for resisting a change in hydrogen ion concentration.
pK of the formic acid is 3,6,
9,

The

What is the pH of the buffer?

Compare the definitions of acids and bases as explained by
Arrhenius,

Bronsted~Lowery,

and Lewis.
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Energy Converting Organelles
Objectives
1.

The students will understand the three hypotheses which
explain oxidative phosphorylation so that they can compare
and contrast them.

2.

The students will understand coupling of reactions so that
they can explain how endergonic biosynthetic reactions are
able to proceed.

3.

The students will integrate their knowledge of energetics,
enzymes, and cellular respiration so

that~

given a table of

oxidation-reduction potentials, they can calculate the free
energy changes for a reaction.
4.

The students know the structures of the mitochondrion and
chloroplast so that, given a list of statements about their
structures, they can choose the correct one.

5.

The students will know the reactions of the Krebs cycle so
that, given a list of statements about the reactions, they
can choose the correct one.

6.

The students will know the reactions ·Of the Calvin cycle so
that, given a list of statements about the reactions, they
can choose the correct one.

7.

The students will integrate their knowledge of energetics,
enzymes, and energy converting organelles so that, given a
list of descriptions of ATP, they can choose the correct one.
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8.

The students will understand the functions of the Krebs cycle
so that, given a list of statements about the functions, they
can choose the correct one.

9.

The students will understand the functions of the Calvin cycle
so that, given a list of statements about the functions, they
can choose the correct one.

10.

The students will understand the electron transport in the
mitochondria so that, given a list of statements about
electron transport, they can choose the correct one.

11.

The students will understand oxidative phosphorylation so
that, given a list of statements about the process, they can
choose the correct one.

12.

The students will understand the role of chlorophyll in
photosynthesis so that, given a list of statements about
that role, they can choose the correct one.

13.

The students will understand the difference between cyclic
and non-cyclic flow of electrons in photosynthesis so that,
given a list of statements about these processes,

~they

can

c3

and

choose the correct one.
14.

The students will understand the differences between

c4

plants so that, given a list of statements about their

structure or function, they can choose the correct one.
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Goals and Activities
Goal 1.

The students will review the ultra structure of the

mitochondria as presented in Biology I.
Activity for Goal 1:

The students will read

Biology (Curtis, pages 158-161)
Goal 2.

The students will review the functions of the various

structures and fluids of the mitochondria as presented in
Biology I.
Activity for Goal 2:

The students will read

t1olecular Biology of the Cell (Alberts et al., pages 483-488)
Goal 3.

The students will know the vocabulary terms exergonic

and endergonic.
Activity for Goal 3:

The students will read

Biochemistry (Lehninger, pages 393-394)
Goal 4.

The students will understand the coupling of

endergonic and exergonic reactions in cells.
Activity for Goal 4:

Inquiry into the Energetics of Cells.

The students will be given the following information:
Many important biosynthetic reactions do not proceed
spontaneously.
The students should answer the following question:
is it possible for important biosynthetic endergonic
reactions to proceed?

How
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To the Instructor:

The instructor will use the Suchman

inquiry model (cited in Eggen, 1979) and answer student
questions with yes or no answers.

The students should develop

a hypothesis by gathering data from the answers and
re-evaluating as new data is presented.
The students will probably focus quickly on the need
for an enzyme system to accomplish the task.

It is important

that the students acquire the data that the enzyme does not
function in its role to increase the rate of reaction nor to
lower activation energy in this case.

The molecular structure

of some enzymes makes it necessary that they catalyze two
specific reactions at a time.

An endergonic reaction is thus

coupled to one which will proceed spontaneously.
Example:

A+ B

~

~

Positive delta G -- not

AB

spontaneous
ATP < > ADP

+

P0 4

Negative delta G
spontaneous

Reactions are coupled by enzymes
B + ATP ---+ B-P0 4 + ADP
B-P04 + A

~

AB + P0 4

Negative delta G
Negative delta G
(Anderson,: 1980)
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Goal 5.

The students will review the chemical reactions that

make up the Krebs cycle as presented in Biology I.
Activity for Goal 5:

The students wi 11 read

Biology (Curtis, pages 162-163)
Goal 6.

The students will understand the energy conversions

in the chemical reactions of the Krebs cycle.
Activity for Goal 6:

The students will be given a schematic

drawing of the Krebs cycle with names of the initial
reactants, the intermediates, and the by-products.

With

the aid of the instructor they will mark the sites where
there is an energy change and which of the substances is
oxidized and which is reduced.

It is important that the

students see that the function of the Krebs cycle is the
conservation of a large proportion of potential free energy
as the biological reducing agents NADH 2 and FADH2.
For every molecule of glucose, there are 2 molecules of
pyruvate that enter the Krebs cycle.

These produce 2 molecules

of ATP, 8 molecules of NADH 2 , and 2 molecules of FADH 2 .
Goal 7. The students will review the chemical reactions of
the electron transport chain as presented in Biology I.
Activity for Goal 7:

The students will read

Biology (Curtis, pages 164-165)
Goal 8.

The students will understand the energy conversions

in the reactions of the electron transport chain.
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Activity for Goal 8:

The students will be given a schematic

diagram of the electron transport chain and a table of
standard oxidation-reduction potentials of conjugate redox
pairs at pH 7 and temperature 25 degrees C.

With the aid of

the instructor the students will calculate the free energy
change at each reaction.
Goal g,

The students will review the reactions of oxidative

phosphorylation as it was presented in Biology I.
Activity for Goal 9:

The students will read

Biology (Curtis, pages 166-168)
Goal 10.

The students will understand the energy conversions

in the chemical reactions of oxidative phosphorylation.
Activity for Goal 10:

The students will be divided into

three groups and assigned to research and report on the
three hypotheses of oxidative phosphorylation.
1.

Chemical Hypothesis by Slater

1953

2.

Chemiosmotic Hypothesis by Mitchell

1961

3.

Conformational Hypothesis by Boyer

1964

Goal 11.

The students will review the ultra structure of the

chloroplast as it was presented in Biology I.
Activity for Goal 11:

The students will read

Biology (Curtis, page 173)
Molecular Biology of the Cell (Albert et.1.al., pages 510-513)
Goal 12.

The students will review the role of chlorophyll

in photosynthesis as presented in Biology I.
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Activity for Goal 12:

The students will read

Biology (Curtis, pages 173-173)
Goal 13.

The students will understand photophosphorylation.

Activity for Goal 13:

The students will be given a schematic

diagram of Photosystems I and II and with the aid of the
instructor, they will locate the sites of energy conversion.
Goal 14.

The students will know the different ways c3 and

C4 plants carry on the Calvin Cycle.
Activity for Goal 14:

The students will be divided into two

groups and asked to research and report on the two varieties
of the Calvin Cycle by C3 and C4 plants.
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Unit Test-Energy Converting Organelles 5
I.

Multiple Choice

- -1.

A major difference between mitochondria and chloroplasts
is:
A.

mitochondria are bounded by a single membrane;
chloroplasts by a double membrane.

B.

Mitochondria are found only in eukaryotes;
chloroplasts are found in both eukaryotes and
proka ryotes.

C.

chloroplasts have an extensive array of internal
membranes, mitochondria lack internal membranes.

D.

chloroplasts are found only in plants; mitochondria
are found in both plant and animal cells.

- -2.

vJhich of the following substances is required in Krebs
cycle reactions as an electron acceptor?

- -3.

A.

oxygen

B.

ADP

C.

coenzyeme A

D.

FAD

In the Calvin cycle:
A.

carbon dioxide is joined to ribulose diphosphate.

B.

the first intermediate which can be isolated is
a four carbon sugar.

C.

water is split, yielding electrons used to reduce

D.

ADP and NADPH are produced.

co 2 .
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- -4.

ATP is a good supplier of energy to biochemical
reactions because:
A.

great deal of energy is contained within its bonds.

B.

phosphorylation releases a large amount of energy.

C.

the hydrolysis of ATP can be coupled with endergonic
reactions of the cell.

5.

--

- -7.

D.

the energy in its bonds can be easily released.

E.

both C and Dare correct.

Acetyl CoA is the product of a combination of:
A.

pyruvic acid and a vitamin.

B.

a two-carbon fragment and a coenzyme.

C.

acetaldehyde and a Kreb

D.

glucose and a cofactor.

E.

an acetyl group and oxaloacetic acid.

cycle enzyme.

After each turn of the Kreb cycle, the

--

carbon

compound - - is regenerated to react with another
molecule of acetyl CoA.

B~

--

A.

three; pyruvic acid

B.

four; oxaloacetic acid

C.

four; malic acid

D.

six; citric acid

E.

four; succinic acid

By the end of the Krebs cycle:
A.

all the energy of glucose has been stored in ATP.
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B.

the glucose ·molJecule has been completely oxidized.

C.

electrons from glucose have been passed to cytochrome
molecules.

D.

all the carbon atoms from the original molecule of
glucose have been incorporated into lactic acid.

E.

all answers are correct.

- -9. Electrons are passed to the electron transport chain
from:
A.

pyruvic acid,

B.

NADH and FADH2

C.

oxygen and carbon dioxide

D.

ATP

E.

Oxaloacetic acid

- -10. Oxidative phosphorylation is the addition of

--

using

energy derived from - A. inorganic phosphate to glucose; ATP

B.

phosphate groups to ATP; ADP

c.

phosphate groups to ADP; glucose oxidation.

D.

oxygen to glucose; fructose 6-phosphate

E.

electrons to NAD+; fermentation

_ _11. If a molecule of NADH and a molecule of FADH 2 both give
up their electrons to the electron transport chain, the
total number of molecules of ATP formed would be:
A.

one

B.

two
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c.

four

D.

five

E.

siX

12. Peter Mitchell's explanation for the mechanism of

--

oxidative phosphorylation involves:

- -13.

A.

i.ntermediate phosphorylation compounds.

B.

an electrochemical gradient.

C.

an organelle other than the mitochondrion.

D.

The transport of electrons out of the mitochondrion.

E.

Both b and d are correct.

According to the chemiosmotic theory, protons are pumped
up-hill out of the mitochondrial matrix, making the
matrix:
A.

more acidic.

B.

more basic.

c.

more electrically positive.

D.

more electrically negative.

E.

Both b and d are correct.

14. The energy that powers oxidative phosphorylation is

powered by a flow of
A.

protons out of

B.

electrons out of

c.

protons into

D.

electrons into

E.

phosphate ions out of

the mitochondrial matrix.
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15. The final electron acceptor in cellular respiration is:

A.

NAD+.

B.

water.

c.

cytochromes.

D.

lactic acid.

E. oxygen.
16. The smallest structura 1 unit in which photosynthesis
occurs is the:

A.

chloroplast.

B.

stroma.

c.

thylakoid.

D.

mitochondrion.

E.

endoplasmic reticulum.

_ _7. The matrix is to a mitochondrion as the _ _ is to
a chloroplast.
A.

intermembrane space

B.

stroma

C.

thylakoid

D.

mitochondrion

E.

thylakoid space

18. The carbon-fixing reactions of photosynthesis cannot

--

proceed:
A.

in the presence of sunshine.

B.

without chemical products of the energy-capturing
reactions.
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C.

if the

co 2

concentration is substantially higher

than the 02 concentration.
D.

Both A and C are correct.

_ _19. Replacement electrons for the reactive center of
Photosystem _ _ come from

--

A.

I; water

B.

I; C02

C.

II; water

D.

II; electron carriers

E.

II; the chlorophyll of Photosystem I

- -20. One of the chemical links between the energy-capturing

reactions and the carbon-fixing reactions is:
A.

the primary electron acceptor of Photosystem II.

B.

the reactive center molecule of Photosystem I.

C.

NADPH generated in Photosystem I.

D.

the

co 2

evolved from Photosystem II.

21. During cyclic electron flows:

--

A.

NADP+ is reduced.

B.

ADP is phosphorylated.

C.

chlorophyll P680 is oxidized.
oxygen is released.

D.
--

22. The compound of the Calvin cycle that is analogous to
oxaloacetic acid in the Krebs cycle is:
A.

ribulose diphosphate.

B.

phosphoglycerate,
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C.

an unidentified intermediate.

D.

glyceraldehyde.

E.

NADPH.

- -23. During the light-capturing reactions of photosynthesis,

the energy of sunlight is converted first to

---

energy, then to - - - energy.
A. chemical; heat
B.

heat; chemical

c.

chemical; mechanical

D.

electrical; chemical

E.

electrical; heat

24. As carbon is fixed in the Calvin cycle:
A.

co 2

B.

ATP is hydrolyzed.

c.

NADPH is oxidized.

D.

three-carbon sugars are produced as intermediates.

E.

All four events occur.

is reduced.

25. If the ratio of 02 to

co 2

in the leaf of a

c3

plant

is relatively high:
A.

Calvin cycle sugars will be reduced.

B.

photosynthetic efficiency will be reduced.

C.

oxygen will be stored in bundle-sheath cells.

D.

photorespiration will not be significant.

E.

Both A and D are correct.
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- -26.

What important molecule is formed as electrons pass
down the electron transport chain between the two
photosystems?

- -27.

A.

ATP

B.

ADP

C.

NADP+

D.

NADPH

E.

H20

The energy-capturing reactions of photosynthesis take
place in the:
A.

stomata.

B.

stroma.

C.

cytoplasm.

D.

thyladoids.

E.

endoplasmic reticulum.

28. The Calvin cycle reactions of

photosynthe~is

take place

in the:

- -29.

A.

stomata.

B.

thyladoids.

c.

endoplasmic reticulum.

D.

stroma.

E.

grana.

The corredt sequence of electron flow in the energy
capturing reactions of photosynthesis is:
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A.

NADP+

~

Photosystemi

-+

Photosystem II

~

H2o

B.

Photosystem I

~

Photo system II

~

NADP+

:>

H0
2

C.
D.

H2o ~ Photosystem II-~> Photosystem I-~> NADP+
)
Photo system I I -~ Photosystem I
'> H20 •
NADP+

30. The reactions of the

II.
1.

c4

pathway occur in:

A.

stomata.

B.

mesophyll cells.

c.

epi derma 1 cells.

D.

bundle sheath cells.

D.

Both B and D are correct.

Free Response
Compare and contrast the three hypotheses that seek to
explain oxidative phosphorylation.

2.

Explain how a biological system is able to carry on synthesis
of some compounds when the reactions do not occur spontaneously.

3.

Using the table of standard oxidation-reduction potentials,
calculate the standard free energy change when a pair of
electrons passes from NADH to cytochrome C.

4.

Calculate the standard free energy change when a pair of
electrons moves down the electron transport chain of the
mitochondrion.
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Chemical Signaling Between Cells
Objectives
1.

The students will survey the current information available
in the literature so that they are familiar with the topic.

20

The students will divide the subject matter into major
sub-topics so that each sub-topic can be prepared by a
small group.

3.

The students will organize the material and prepare a
corporate report so that the written report can be presented
to the teacher within two weeks.

4,

The students will prepare an oral presentation so that they
can present the report to biology or chemistry classes.

5.

The students will apply their knowledge of the plasma
membrane to chemical signaling so that, given the content
in current literature, they can explain in written and oral
reports which structures in the membrane are used to receive
signals from other cells,

6.

The students will apply their knowledge of allosteric
proteins from the unit on en:zymes to chemical signaling so
that, given the content of the current literature, they can
explain in written and oral reports how the allosteric
proteins behave as a receptor of signals.
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Goals and Activities
Goal 1.

The students will conduct a survey of current

information on the topic, Chemical Signaling Between Cells.
Goal 2.

The students will divide the material into sub-units.

Goal 3,

The students will prepare a corporate research

report.
Goal 4.

The students will prepare an oral report.

Goal 5.

The students will practice the skills of scientific

thinking which they acquired in Unit I.
Goal 6.

The students will apply their knowledge of membrane

structure to chemical signaling.
Goal 7.

The students will apply their knowledge of enzymes

to chemical signaling.
Activity for Goals 1-4:

The students should use class time

for library research and the preparation of a corporate
written and oral report.

When the students ask for help

from the instructor in the research and assembly phase,
the instructor should use the Socratic method to remind
them of skills previously acquired in these areas,

More

direct help may be given in the interpretation of
material which may be difficult,
Activity for Goals 5-7:

The following exercise is designed

to be used as a class discussion tool or as a homework
assignment.
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The next 15 items relate to a series of investigations with
slime molds.

During a large part of the life cycle of the slime

mold Dictyostelium, the units are separate and look like amoebas.
Each produces new individuals which feed on bacteria.

At

intervals as many as 500,000 of these amoeba-like individuals
come together to form a colony which acts as a unit and resembles
a slug.
Question:

What causes the amoeba-like individuals to come

together 7
Hypothesis A. They become sticky and the aggregations result
from their accidentally bumping into other "amoebas."
Hypothesis B.

They emit some kind of ray which the others

are able to detect,
Hypothesis C.

They emit some chemical substance which

others are able to detect.
Hypothesis D.

They produce an electric field which affects

others in the field.
Investigation 1:
A small section of a developing colony was placed on one side
of a piece of cellophane which allows only liquid to pass through.
Individual "amoebas" were placed on the other side of the
cellophane.

The "amoebas" did not move through the cellophane

but all collected on one side opposite the mass of cells on the
other side.
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1.

Which hypothesis can be eliminated as a result of this
investigation?
Investigation 2:
The above investigation was repeated, but a very thin sheet

of metal was substituted for the cellophane.

The "amoebas" and

the cell mass gathered independently and none directly opposite
each other on each side of the metal.
2.

What hypotheses can be eliminated as a result of this
investigation?
Investigation 5:
Water, collected near the "amoebas" mass, immediately passes

through a cellophane bag.
cellophane.)

(Only small molecules can pass through

A drop of this water placed on agar containing

individual "amoebas" resulted in their moving toward the drop
without stopping.

But if a few drops of the water which remained

in the cellophane bag were added to the water which had passed
through the bag, there appeared to be a mutual attraction between
11

amoebas" and ce11 mass for a moment and then the attraction

stopped.

7.

How many kinds of substances does the mass of "amoebas" appear
to produce?
a.
b,

2

c,

3

d'

4
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8.

Which of the following is an assumption which must be made
in order to interpret the results of the investigation?
a.

Cellophane will affect the nature of the attraction.

b.

Water alone does not contain an attracting substance.

c.

The

d.

All slime molds are alike,

11

amoebas 11 are a 1 i ve .

Investigation 3:
The first investigation was repeated but a thin glass plate
suspended in water was substituted for the cellophane.
11

The

amoebas" all moved around the edge of the glass and to the

cell mass.
3.

Which hypothesis can probably be eliminated on the
combined basis of this and the preceding investigation?

4.

Which appears to be the best of the hypotheses presented?
Investigation 4:
Water was taken from near an aggregate of "amoebas 11 and was

immediately placed in a small spot on agar which contained
individual

11

amoebas. 11

For a moment they all swarmed toward this

spot and then stopped.
5.

Which hypothesis tends to be supported by this
investigation?

6.

What new question is raised by

investigati~n

4:

a.

What causes the single amoebas to come together in masses?

b,

What causes the single amoebas to stop moving toward the
drop of water?
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c.

Do all types of slime molds forrtimasses?

d.

What are slime molds?

For the next 7 items use the following key to evaluate the
statements that follow.
Key:

9.
10.

A.

Restatement of observation

B.

Interpretation justified by the results

C.

Interpretation contrary to the results

D.

Interpretation based on insufficient evidence

The mass produces a substance which attracts the

11

amoebas. 11

The 11 amoebas 11 become accustomed to the stimulus and stop
reacting to it.

ll.

The mass produces a substance which destroys the
attractihg~sbb~tance.

12.

11

Amoebas 11 move toward a drop of water which was passed

through cellophane from the mass.
13.

The attracting substance has a small molecular size.

14.

The attracting substance can be destroyed by an acid.

15.

The attracting substance can be broken down in the
presence of other substances.
(BSCS Resource Book for Biological Science, pages 57-58, 1981)
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Unit Test--Chemical Signaling
Objectives 1-4 will be evaluated on the basis of meeting a
schedule of dead lines.

A suggested schedule may be:

Survey and division of material

Week

Preparation of written report

Week 2

Preparation of oral report and/or
demonstrations

Week 3

Objectives 5-6 must be evaluated subjectively, as the
perspective of different groups may vary.
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Synthesis of Macromolecules
Objectives
1.

The students will understand the process of dehydration synthesis,
so that they can write equations for the synthesis of dipeptides.

2.

The students will know the definition of a gene so that, given
a list of statements about the relationship between genes and
proteins, they can decide which is correct.

3.

The students will understand the structure of a long DNA
molecule so that they can explain how genes are compartmentalized
on the long molecule.

4.

The students will understand the structure of a DNA molecule
so that, given a statement about replication, they can decide if
it is correct.

5.

The students will understand the process of DNA replication
so that, given a statement about the mutation of nitrogen
bases on a large DNA molecule, they can decide if it is correct.

6.

The students will integrate their knowledge of energetics,
enzymes, and DNA replication so that they can describe the
energy source for the incorporation of nucleotides into nucleic
qcids.

7.

The students will know the fundamentals of transcription so
that, given a statement about transcription, they can decide
if it is correct.
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8.

The students will know the fundamentals of transcription so
that, given a list of statements about transcription, they can
decide which is correct.

9.

The students will know the fundamentals of transcription so
that, given a statement about the site of transcription, they
can decide if it is correct.

10.

The students will know the role of messenger RNA so that,
given a statement about changes in messenger RNA between
transcription and translation, they can decide if it is correct.

11.

The students will know the process of translation so that,
given a list of statements about translation, they can decide
which is correct.

12.

The students will know the process of translation so that,
given a statement about the site of translation, they can
decide if it is correct.

13.

The students will know the process of translation so that,
gtven a list of statements about initiation, elongation, and
termination, they can decide which is correct.

14.

The students will integrate their knowledge of energetics
and translation so that, given a statement about energy sources
of protein biosynthesis, they can decide if it is correct.

15,

The students will understand transcription and translation so
that they can use the genetic code to determine what messenger
RNA would be produced from a given segment of DNA and what
amino acid sequence would be made from the messenger RNA.
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16.

The students will know Nirenberg and Matthaei •s experiment so
that, given a statement about the experiment, they can decide if
it is correct.

17.

The students will integrate their knowledge of the scientific
method with their knowledge of macromolecules so that, given
an experiment, they can evaluate the experiment and decide how
a set of statements relate to the experiment.

18.

The students will apply their knowledge of the scientific method
to their knowledge of nucleic acids so that they can explain how
the idea of codons was hypothesized before it was demonstrated.
Goals and Activities
Goal 1.

The students will understand the chemical process

of dehydration synthesis.
Activity for Goal 1:
~1olecular

Goal 2.

The students will read:

Biology of the Cell (Alberts et al., pages 81-82)

The students will know the definition of the vocabulary

term gene.
Goal 3.

The students will understand the structure of a long

DNA molecule.
Goal 4.

The students will understand the structure of a short

segment of DNA.
Goal 5.
replication.

The students will understand the process of DNA
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Goal 6.

The students will integrate their knowledge of

energetics, enzymes, and replication.
Activity for Goals 2-6:

The following activity will be used

as a basis for a class discussion.

The components for

making a model of DNA are found in this consumable
textbook and can be cut out and used by the students.
Analysis of a Famous Investigation (Discovery of the
Structure of the DNt\,'Nolecule)
Problem Solving in Biology (Kaplan, pages 311-332)
Goal 7.

The students will know the fundamentals of the process

of transcription.
Activity for Goal 7:

The students will read:

The Molecular Biology of the Cell (Alberts et al.,
pages 75-80)
Biochemistry (Lehninqer, pages 619-621)
Goal 8.

The students will know the site of transcription.

Goal 9.

The students will know the ways that messenger RNA

can be changed between transcription and translation.
Goal 10.

The students will know the site of translation.

Goal 11.

The students will be able to enumerate the events of

initiation, elongation, and termination phases of translation.
Goal 12.

The students will integrate their knowledge of

energetics and translation.
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Goal 13.

The students will be able to use the genetic code to

determine the messenger RNA that would be made from a given sequence
of DNA and the polypeptide chain that would be made from the RNA.
Goal 14.

The students will know Nirenberg and Matthaei 's

experiment.
Activity for Goals 8-14:

The following activity will be used

as a basis of class discussion.

Again, the components

to build the models are provided in this consumable
textbook.
Discovery of the DNA Molecule
Addendum:

Transcription and Translation

Problem Solving in Biology (Kaplan, pages 333-341)
Goal 15.

The students will apply.their knowledge of energetics

to their knowledge of translation.
Goals 15-16.

The students will integrate their laboratory

skills with their knowledge of nucleic acids.
Activity for Goal 16:

Laboratory exercise.

The Isolation of DNA
An Introduction to Practical Biochemistry (Plummer,
pages 236-238)
Suggested reading for students:
Dickerson, R. E. (1938, December).
read.

The DNA helix and how it is

Scientific American, p. 94.

Eigen, M. (1981, April).

The origin of genetic information.

Scientific American, p. 88.
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McAuliffe, K. (1983, November 6).
revolution.

Keeping up with the genetic

The New York Times Magazine, p. 41.

This Year in Science-Genetics.

(1984, January).

Discover.
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Unit Test--Synthesis of Macromolecules 6
I.

Mark the following statements true or false.
1.

--

Nirenberg and Matthae1 used a synthetic RNA molecule
containing only one base, uracil, to break the genetic
code,

_ ____;2.

The sequence of DNA to which RNA polymerase binds is
called the promotor sequence.

- -3.

Since DNA is enormously long, there is little significance
to the mutation of one or two bases.

- -4.

Introns must be added to messenger RNA before translation.

- -5.

IQnetrip~et

- -6.

Both translation and transcription occur in the

codes for the "stop" message.

cytoplasm of prokaryotes.
7.

--

The role of ribosomes in protein biosyntheses appears
to be in arranging the juxtaposition of the molecules.

_ _8.

The energy needed to add an amino acid molecule to the
elongating polypeptide chain comes from splitting an ATP
molecule.

- -9.

Translation is catalyzed by special enzymes called RNA
polymerases.

- -10. An anticodon consists of three unpaired bases in one loop

of the ribosomal RNA molecule.
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II.

~1ultiple

l.

2.

choice

In eukaryotes the site of translation is

A.

the nucleus

B.

the cytoplasm

c.

the nucleolus

D.

the plasma membrane

The initiation stage of protein synthesis begins when
A.

the two sub-units of the ribosome join

B.

the transfer RNA joins the anticodon to the codon
of messenger RNA

C.

the small sub-unit of the ribosome joins the
transfer RNA

D.

the sma 11 sub-unit of the ribosome joints the
messenger RNA

3.

4.

The bonds linking the amino acids in the protein are called
A.

peptide bonds

B.

hydrogen bonds

c.

disulfide bonds

D.

can be any of the above

Each of the
coded for by
A.

300; a single

B.

100; four

c.

64; two

D.

20; three

E.

60; 20

"letters" in the protein language is
nucleotide(s) in a DNA molecule.
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- -5.

Which of the following pairs of words best describe the
one-to-one relationship between polypeptide and genes?

_ _6.

A.

polypeptides/nucleotides

B.

peptide bonds/hydrogen bonds

C.

amino

D.

tripeptides/nitrogen bases

E.

polypeptides/double helix

acids/~odons

Which of the following accurately applies to the role
of the prokaryotic ribosome in translation?
A.

One sub-unit binds mRNA, the other binds tRNA.

B.

Its two sub-units dissociate as protein synthesis
begins.

C.

Messenger RNA is transcribed onto the RNA of the
ribosomes, which is then translated.

D.

A messenger RNA molecule may be

11

read 11 by only

one ribosome at a time.
E.

The A site of the ribosome binds to the anticodon
of a messenger RNA molecule.

- - ·7.

At the initiation of protein synthesis, the codon at
the

end of the messenger RNA strand is present at

the

site of the ribosome.
A.

3 _..; A

B.

3"··' p

c.

5 _..; A

D.

5"';

p
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_ _8.

The first codon of any messenger RNA molecule is always
AUG.

This means that the first anticodon is

and

that the first amino acid in the polypeptide being
synthesized is _ _

9.

A.

TAC; Met

B.

UAC; Met

c.

AUG; Pro

D.

CAU; His

E.

AUG;, Met

The synthetic molecule

11

poly-U 11 will code for:

A.

a messenger RNA strand containing only uracil bases.

B.

a polypeptide containing only phenylalanine.

C.

a DNA helix containing only adenine and thymine
bases.

D.

an infinitely long globular protein.

- -10. According to molecular geneticists, mutation is the

result of changes in:
A.

phenotype.

B.

genotype.

c.

amino acids.

D.

protein function.

E.

nucleotide sequence.
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The next ten items refer to the following experiment:
A guinea pig was injected with radioactive amino acids.
Thirty minutes later tissue analysis showed that the protein of
the ribosomes had over twice as much radioactivity per gnam·as
the protein of any other part of the cell.
Conclusion:
Proteins are manufactured in the ribosomes.
In order to draw this conclusion, certain assumptions must be
made.

Evaluate each of the statements according to the following

key:
Key:

A.

A necessary assumption

B.

An illogical assumption

C.

A logical but unnecessary assumption

D.

Not an assumption; a restatement of the data

_____11. Messenger RNA transmits the hereditary traits from DNA
to the ribosomes.
_ _12. The radioactivity of the ribosomes was much greater
than radioactivity of the nuclei.
_ _13. The guinea pig produces radioactive amino acids naturally.
- -14. Proteins can be synthesized from amino acids in thirty

minutes.
15. Radioactive amino acids have chemical properties that

--

are different from non-radioactive amino acids.
- -16. Radioactive amino acids will be found at the site of

protein formation.
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17. The radioactivity of the amino acids does not affect

--

the functioning of the ribosomes.
_ _18. Special enzymes are present that act only with radioactive
amino acids.
- -19.

Radioactive protein was found in the ribosomes.

_ _20. The guinea pig did not have any radioactive amino acids
in its body before the injection of the radioactive
amino acids.
III.
1.

Free Response
Explain the source of energy used to incorporate nucleotides
into nucleic acids.

2.

Enumerate the ways messenger RNA can be altered between
transcription and translation.

3.

How was the idea of the codon hypothesized before it was
demonstrated experimentally?

4.

Determine (a) the messenger RNA transcribed from the
following sequence of DNA and (b) the amino acid sequence
translated from the mRNA.
3"'

5"'

TACGGGAATTAGAGTCGCTGGATC
5.

Write an equation showing the dehydration snythesis of a
dipeptide.

6.

How are genes compartmentalized on a long DNA molecule?
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Genetics
Objectives
1.

The students will understand the vocabulary terms:

traits,

genotype, phenotype, homozygous, and heterozygous so that,
given a list of statements which paraphrase their definitions,
they will be able to select the correct ones.
2.

The students will understand the terms:

P1 (parental

generation), F1 (first filial generation), and F2 (second
filial generation) so that, given a list of statements about
a cross, they can pick the correct one.
3.

The students will understand Meiosis so that, given the genetic
makeup of a parent and a list of statements about the possible
genetic makeup of gametes, they will be able to choose the
correct statement.

4.

The students will understand the concept of co-dominance so
that they can outline a test cross that distinguishes between
Mendelian inheritance and blending inheritance.

5.

The students will understand the vocabulary terms:

dominant

and recessive, so that, given a list of statements which
paraphrase their definitions, they can choose the correct ones.
6.

The students will understand test crosses of one trait so that,
given a list of possible outcomes, they can pick the correct one.

7.

The students will understand !the crossing of two traits so that,
given a list of possible outcomes, they can pick the correct
ones.
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8.

The students will apply their knowledge of the scientific
method to their knowledge of genetics so that, given data
about a pedigree and a list of statements as to the truth
and relevance of the data, they can choose the one that
correctly evaluates the data.

9.

The students will understand sex linkage in heredity so that,
given a list of statements about the transmission of genes on
the sex chromosomes, the students can choose the correct one.

10.

The students will understand sex linkage in heredity so that
they can explain why calico cats are almost always female
and explain the genetic makeup of the rare male calico.

11.

The students will integrate their knowledge of heredity with
their skills in scientific thinking so that, given a
scenario and a list of predictions, they can decide if
assumptions must be made to accept each prediction.

12.

The students will understand the Hardy

~~einberg

Principle so

that, given percentages of gametes in a population, they can
find the percentages of homozygous and heterzygous
individuals in the next generation.
13.

The students will understand codominant alleles so that,
given the numbers of phenotypes in a given population, they
can calculate the frequencies of the alleles.

14.

The students will understand dominant and recessive
autosomal alleles so that, given the numbers of individuals
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in a population, and the numbers of both phenotypes, they
can calculate the allelic frequencies,
Goals and Activities
Goal 1.

The students will know the vocabulary terms:

genotype, phenotype,

trait,

homoz~gous,

heterozygous, P1 (parental
generation), F1 (first filial generation), and F2 (second filial

generation).
Goal 2.

The students will know how to determine the genetic

makeup of the gametes produced by one individual.
Goal 3.

The students will understand the vocabulary terms:

dominant and recessive.
Goal 4.

The students will understand the concept of

co-dominance.
Activity for Goals 1-4:

The following activities are

designed to be used by the students working independently.
The teacher should be prepared to guide those students
who cannot determine why their answers are not correct
in the

self~checking

procedure.

An instructor-led

discussion should take place after each section is
completed by the students.
Problem Solving in Genetics
Problem Solving in Biology (Kaplan, pages 277-297)
Goal 5.

The students will understand crosses of one

characteristic.
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Goal 6.

The students will understand crosses of two

characteristics.
Activity for Goals 5-6:
Problem Solving in Biplogy (Kaplan, pages 298-304)
Goal 7.

The students will understand sex linkage in heredity.

Activity for Goal 7:
Problem Solving in Biology (Kaplan, pages 305-310)
Goal 8.

The students will understand the Hardy Weinberg

Principle.
Goal 9.

The students will know the assumptions which underlie

the equilibrium expressed in the Hardy Weinberg Princple.
Goal 10.

The students will understand codominant autosomal

alleles.
Goal 11.

The students will understand dominant and recessive

autosomal alleles.
Activities for Goals 8-11:
by a lecture format.

These goals can best be achieved
The following is a suggested

outline of lecture notes covering goals 8-11.
Lecture Notes:
I.

Hardy Weinberg Principle
A.

Vocabulary terms
1.

population--sexually reproducing organisms with
a close degree of relationship

2,

gene pool--all the gametes produced by a population
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3.

evolution--any change in the population from
equil i bri urn

4.

equilibrium--no change in the gene frequencies
from one generation to another

B.

Equation for gene frequency
p + q

=

1

where p = frequency of one allele
q =frequency of the other allele
C.

Equation for genotypic frequencies in next generation
p2 + 2pq + q2 = 1
where p2 = homozygous dominant genotype
2pq = heterozygous genotype
q2 = homozygous recessive genotype

D.

II.

Assumptions on which Hardy Weinberg Principle is based
l.

Population is infinitely large

2.

Population mates randomly

3.

No selection is operating

4.

No migration

5.

No mutation

6.

Meiosis is normal

Codominant autosomal alleles
A.

Each gerlotype has distinctive phenotype
Example:

Red snapdragon

RR

White snapdragon

rr

Pink snapdragon

Rr
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B.

Equation for frequency of alleles
N= D+ H+ R

where N = sample of individuals
D = homozygous for one allele
H

= heterozygous

R = homozygous for other allele
P

= D + 1/2 R

q

N

III.

= l/2 H + R
N

Dominant and Recessive Autosomal Alleles
A.

Determining genotypes
1.

Dominant phenotypes may be either of two
genotypes (AA or Aa)

2.
B.

Recessive phenotypes can be only aa genotype

Estimating the frequency of dominant alleles.
1.

Use the frequency of recessive phenotype to find
the recessive allele
q2

2.

.09 then q

=

=

.3

Use the frequency of the recessive allele to determine
the dominant allele.
q + p

.3 + p
p

=1
=
=

.7

(Stanfield, 1983)

After lecture and class discussion, the students should be
given additional problems to calculate as reinforcement of the
concepts of gene frequency.
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Goal 12.

The students will integrate their laboratory skils

with their knowledge of genetics.
Activity for Goal 12:

Laboratory Exercise--Fruit Fly Genetics

(Student worksheet and procedure from Carolina
Biological Supply)
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Unit Test--Genetics
1.

Multiple Choice

_ _1.

Expressions of a trait, such as smooth versus wrinkled
seeds, are referred to as

_ _2.

- -3.

_ _4.

A.

genotypes

B.

varieties

C.

phenotypes

D.

factors

E.

alleles

The genetic makeup of an organixm is called
A.

a gene poo 1

B.

its phenotype

C.

a trait

D.

an allele

E.

its genotype

An organism with two identical alleles for a given trait is
A.

homozygous

B.

true-breeding

C.

independently assorting

D.

self-pollinating

E.

heterozygous

Which of the following genotypes would characterize an
organism that is heterozygous for two pairs of genes·?
A.

RRYY

C.

RyWy

B.

RrYy

D.

RyWx
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_ _5.

If three quarters of the offspring from many ex peri menta 1

crosses showed only the dominant traits, the parents were

_ _6.

A.

both homozygous dominant

B.

both heterozygous

C.

one homozygous dominant, one recessive

D.

one heterozygous, one homozygous dominant

Mendel's success in formulating the basic principles of
inheritance resulted from his
A.

counting the numbers of offspring in the F1 an F2
generations

B.

analyzing the numbers and types of progeny constituting

C.

the F2 generation
analyzing the numbers and types of progeny constituting
the Fl generation only

D.
_ _ 7.

examining the gametes by chemical analysis

An organism that is heterozygous for three pairs of
genes can form _ _ different kinds of gametes with regard
to these genes.
A.

two

B.

three

c.

six

D.

eight

E.

nine
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- -11.

When a pea plant has yellow seeds and is pollinated by
a plant that has green seeds, all of the F1 plants have
yellow seeds. This means that the allele for yellow is

- -12.

A.

homozygous

B.

true-breeding

c.

dominant

D.

present in both parents

E.

assorting independently

In a cross between an organism pure-breeding for a
dominant trait and an organism expressing the recessive
trait, what portion of the F1 generation should resembl
the parent with the dominant trait?

- -13.

A.

all

B.

most

C.

exactly half

D.

none

E.

It depends on the trait in question

In crossing a homozygous recessive with a heterozygote,
the chance of getting a recessive phenotype in the F1
generation is
A.

zero

B.

25%

c.

50%

D.

75%

E.

100%
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If meiosis failed to occur in producing gametes, a
fertilized egg of parents with a normal chromosome pattern
would have

9.

--

A.

too many chromosomes

B.

too few chromosomes

C.

no chromosomes

D.

the correct number of chromosomes

The manager of a greenhouse is trying to fill an order for
garden pea plants that have white flowers by allowing F1
plants to self-fertilize.

These F1 plants have been bred

from true breeding purple-flowered and true-breeding whiteflowered parents.

What portion of the stock from this

cross can the manager use to fill the order?

_ _10.

A.

all of it

B.

three-quarters of it

C.

one-half of it

D.

one-fourth of it

E.

none of it

Mendel considered those traits that are hidden in the F1
generation to be

A.

heterozygous

B.

recessive

c.

incompletely dominant

D.

incapable of breeding true

E.

incapable of being inherited
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In a cross involving two gene pairs, the

--

of the

progeny wi 11 be in the ratio of

A.

phenotype; 9:3:3:1

B.

genotype;

c.

phenotypes;

D.

genotypes;

9:3:3:1
3:1
3:1

The next four items are based on the following

information~

Tallness (T) is dominant to dwarfness (t), while red flowers
color is due to gene (R) and white to its allele (r).

The

heterozygous condition results in pink (Rr) flower color.

A

dwarf red snapdragon is crossed with a plant homozygous for tallness
and white flowers.
_ _ . 15.

16.

17.

Give the genotype and phenotype of the F1 individuals.
A. ttRr---dwarf and pink
B.

ttrr---dwarf and white

C.

TtRr---tall and red

D.

TtRr---ta 11 and pink

The mode of inheritance expressed is

A.

dominance in both pairs of genes

B.

codominance in both pairs of genes

c.

codominance in one pair of genes

D.

multi p1e a11 e1e s

If two plants of the genotypes ttRr x TtRR were crossed,
what would the probability be that they would produce a
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dwarf white plant?

- -18.

A.

0%

B.

25%

c.

50%

D.

100%

A tall white snapdragon is crossed with a tall pink
snapdragon.

Only one F1 plant was produced and it was

dwarf and white.

A.

TTRR

B.

TTRr

C.

TtRr

D.

Ttrr

The genotype of the tall white plant is

The next nine items are based on the pedigree (attached to the
test) for the presence or absence of the skin ridges that form
fingerprints.
The shaded characteristic is dominant.

Use the key below

to classify statements.
Key: 'A;

The statement is true.

B.

The statement is false.

CL

The statement may or may not be true but is
unrelated to the data.

D.

The data do not indicate whether the statement
is true or false.
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Missing fingerprints is a criminal genetic characteristic.

- -20.

Chromosomal mutations may chan9e more than one gene and
be very harmful, but this pedigree show three generations
without incident except missing fingerprints.

-----'21.

Sometimes the individuals with no fingerprints have also
retained the embryonic skin that joined their toes
(webbed toes).

- -22.

Individual

is homozygous for normal skin ridges.

23.

Individual 2 is homozygous for no skin ridges.

24.

Individual 4 is homozygous for no skin ridges.

25.

Individual 5 died in a holdup.

26.

Individuals 11 and 12 are identical twins.

27.

Individuals 9 and 12 are cousins.

28.

A certain dominant gene is located on the X chromosome.

-----'

A, father will transmit the gene and resulting condition

to:

- -29.

A.

all his children

B.

only half his children

C'.

all the sons

D~

none of the offspring

In all conditions where a defective gene is on the X
chromosome, transmission to a female can be
A.

only through the mother

B.

only through the father

C.

either through the mother or the father

D.

by a mistake in chromosome replication
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_ _30.

In all conditions where a defective gene is on the X
chromosome, transmission to a male can be
A.

only through the mother

B.

only through the father

C.

either through the mother or the father

D.

by a mistake in chromosome replication

The next five items are based on the following data and
predictions:
In the eye condition called crystalline cataract, crystals
form in the lenses of the eyes, obscuring vision.
condition is dominant.

The gene for the

A man with this trait and vlith normal

color vision marr.ies a woman of normal vision in both respects,
whose father was color blind.
Prediction I.

The probability is l/2 that the first child

of this couple will have the cataract trait.
Prediction II.

The probability is l/2 that the first son of

this couple will be color blind.
Use the following key to classify the items below.
Key:

A.

An assumption necessary to make Prediction r.

B.

An assumption necessary to make Prediction II.

c.

An assumption necessary to make both predictions.

D.

An assumption not necessary to make either prediction.

31.

Genes occur in pairs, one on each chromosome of a pair.

32.

One chromosome of each pair, from each parent,
the zygote.

is in
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34.

Many different genes are located on each chromosome.
One chromosome pair in the male is unlike others--the
XV pair.

The shorter Y chromosome has no alleles to pair

with some of the genes on the X chromosome.
35.

The , male parent in this example is heterozygous for the
cataract trait.

II.

Free Response
1.

female.

If you see a calico cat, chances are good that it is a
Explain the genetic basis for this phenomenon.

What is

the probable genetic makeup of a male calico cat?
2.

Outline a single experimental cross (or a set of crosses)

that could clearly distinguish between Mendelian inheritance and
blending inheritance.
3.

If the gene for brown eyes is found in 80% of the gametes

and the gene for blue eyes is found in 20% of the gametes of a
certain population, find the percentages of the next generation
which will be homozygous for brown eyes, heterozygous, and
homozygous for blue eyes.
5.

A population of soybeans is segregating for the colors

golden, light green, and dark green produced by the codominant
genotypes. G G, G D, D D respectively.

A sample from this population

contained 2 golden, 36 light green, and 162 dark green.
the frequencies of the alleles G and D.

Determine
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5.

The M-N blood group system in humans is governed by a

pair of codominant alleles (M and N).

A sample of 208 Bedouins

in the Syrian Desert was tested for the presence of the M and N
antigens and found to contain 119 group M (M M) and 13 group N
(N N).

(a) Calculate the gene frequencies of M and N.

(b) If the

frequency of M= 0.3, how many individuals in a sample of size
500 would be expected to belong to group MN?
6.

White wool is dependent upon a dominant allele B and

black wool upon its recessive allele b.

Suppose that a sample of

900 sheep of the Rambouillet breed in Idaho gave the following
data:

891 white and 9 black.

Estimate the allelic frequencies.
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Footnotes
lrest of Scientific Thinking constructed by Dr. ~1ary Alice
Burnmester, Office of Evaluation Services, Michigan State
University (cited in Kaplan, 1983).
2some test items from test questions (Lehninger, 1975;
Nebergall, Holtzclaw, and Robinson, 1980).
3some test items from test bank (Fox, 1983).
4some test items from test questions (Lehninger, 1979;
t~ontgomery

and Swenson, 1976).

5some test items taken from test bank (Fox, Cockeri 11 , and
Monroe, 1983).
6some test items from test banks (BSCS, 1981; Fox, 1983).
7some test items from .test banks (BSCS, 1981: Fox, Cockerill,
and Monroe, 1983; Stansfield, 1983).
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Time Line
Trimester l
Research Skills

Week 1-4

Energetics

5-8

Plasma Membrane

9-ll

Exam Week

12

Trimester 2
Enzymes

Week 1-4

Buffers

5-8

Energy Converting Organelles

9-11

Exam Week

12

Trimester 3
Chemical Signals

~veek

1-3

Synthesis of Macromolecules

4-7

Genetics

8-11

Exam Week

12
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Student Evaluation of Seminar in Science
1.

What was the strongest aspect of this course?

2.

What was the one weakest aspect of this course?

3.

Were the experiences of value in meeting course objectives?

4.

What were your reactions to the filmstrips?

5.

What did you like most about the course?

6.

What did you like least about the course?

7.

What one change would you like to see made in the course
content?

8.

What one change would you like to see made in the
presentation of the course?

Appendix C
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Student Evaluation in Retrospect

Now that you have completed the science courses of high
school, how did Seminar in Science affect your outlook and
your ability to deal effectively with upper level science
courses?

Appendix 0
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Faculty Evaluation
1.

Did the products of student research meet criteria for
acceptance by the Science Fair, Florida Talent Search, and
Westinghouse Scholars Program?

2.

Were the products well received by other students and faculty?

3.

Were the products socially useful?

4.

Did the students find the content and activities to be
relevant?

5.

Were the students able to translate the concepts from biology,
chemistry, physics, and mathematics into a unified discipline
of biochemistry?

